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Introduction. When can an isotopy be covered by an ambient isotopy? Let us

restrict attention to the compact p.l. category.

Hudson and Zeeman have shown that a locally unknotted isotopy of a manifold

in a manifold can be covered by an ambient isotopy of the big manifold. By

Zeeman's codimension ^3 unknotting theorem, an isotopy of manifolds is locally

unknotted if the codimension is greater than or equal to 3. Hence, any isotopy of a

manifold in a manifold of dimension at least 3 higher can be covered. Lickorish

has generalized Zeeman's unknotting theorem to the case of a proper embedding

of a cone in a ball of dimension at least three higher. From this, Hudson has shown

any isotopy of a polyhedron in a manifold can be covered if the polyhedron has

codimension at least 3.

As a modest aim we would like a criterion of local unknottedness of a polyhedron

in a manifold so that the original Hudson-Zeeman theorem would generalize.

What we actually obtain is more general. We present a characterization of those

isotopies of a polyhedron in a polyhedron which can be covered by ambient

isotopies. Perhaps surprisingly, this question admits a rather elegant general

solution.

Intrinsic Dimension. Our major tool is the theory of intrinsic dimension developed

by Armstrong. Given a polyhedral pair (X, X0) and a point x e X0, we define the

intrinsic dimension of x in (A', X0), denoted d(x; X, X0), to be

max {/ : link pair of x in (X, X0) is a 7-fold suspension},

or equivalently,

max {/ : there is a triangulation of (X, X0) with x in the interior of a /-simplex}.

Let

V(X, X0) = {xeX0: d(x; X, X0) á /},

called the intrinsic /-skeleton of (X, X0). For the absolute notion we associate the

polyhedron A'with the pair (X, X), i.e. d(x; X) = d(x; X, X) and V(X) = V(X, X).

The first fact about intrinsic dimension is that F(X, X0) is a subcomplex of any

triangulation of (A', X0).
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The second fundamental fact is that F(X, X0)-Ii~1(X, X0) is an i-manifold.

In fact, the homogeneity of V(X, X0)-Ii~1(X, X0) is an ambient fact, that is, two

points of X0 lie in the same component of I'(X, X0) — I'~1(X, X0) for some i, iff

there is an ambient isotopy of (X, X0) taking one point to the other.

The most useful form of these homogeneity facts is in the simplicial aspect. Let

(K, K0) he a complex pair with B = ACeK0 and assume that A, B e I\K, K0)

— F'^K, K0). Then there is an autohomeomorphism of (K, K0) supported by

St° (A ; K) and taking B to xÀC where x e Int B, i.e. we can ambient isotope the

"nice face" A of B into the interior of B.

Using intrinsic dimension there is a definition of local unknottedness which

reduces to the usual one in the case of manifold pairs. Call a polyhedral pair

(X, X0) locally unknotted at x £ X0 if d(x; X, X0) = d(x; X0). Thus, if (X, X0) is a

manifold pair and dim X0 = n, then the set of points of A'o at which the pair is

locally knotted is precisely = In~1(X, X0). It is easily checked that since S° un-

knots in any sphere this actually = In~2(X, X0). Thus, the intrinsic skeleta of the

pair decompose X0 into submanifolds according to the number of times the link

sphere pair desuspends as a pair.

Regular neighborhoods and collapsing. The application of intrinsic dimension

from which the other applications flow is to the theory of regular neighborhoods in

polyhedra, as developed by Cohen.

First, we define relative collapsing. We say that A'collapses to X' relative to X0,

denoted (X \ X0) \ A", if there is a collapse of X to A", i.e. a sequence X=Xn,...,

Xo = X' with B*=Cl(X,+ 1-Xt) a p.l. ball with B* n A" = Fi a face, for all i,

which satisfies the additional condition Bi n A^Cl (SBi — Fi).

The definition is chosen so that a relative collapse will preserve the homeo-

morphism type of the relative regular neighborhood, i.e. we want a regular neigh-

borhood of X mod X0 to be a regular neighborhood of X' mod X0 in an ambient

manifold, and without the additional condition things can go wrong.

Thus, if we let X he a simplex [abc] and X0= [bx] where x e Int [ac] then in a

manifold, a regular neighborhood of X mod X0 is two balls joined along the

simplex [bx]. We can collapse A' to X' = [abx] u [xc] (not relative to A'o) and a

regular neighborhood of A" mod A'o is two balls joined along a point.

That relative collapsing does preserve homeomorphism type (and more) of

regular neighborhoods in manifolds follows from the more general results in

polyhedra.

Now assume that X< Q0< Q. We call a collapse (A'|A'o) \ A" homogenous in

(Q, Qo) if d(x; Q, Qo) is constant for x varying in each Xi + 1 — X' and weakly

homogenous if it is constant for x varying in each Xi + 1 — (Xi u A'o). Note that it

does not follow that c/(x; Q, ß0) is constant as x varies all over A'—A". If there

exists such a homogenous (resp. weakly homogenous) collapse, we will write

(X\X0) h\ A" in (Q, ßo) (resp. (X\X0) „\ A" in (ß, ß0)).

The phrase homogenous collapse was introduced by Stallings in the absolute
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case (X0= 0 and Q = Q0), and in that case his definition is equivalent to ours

though he does not use the notion of intrinsic dimension.

We note that if (A'lA'o) „\ X' (or „\) in Q0 and (Q, Q0) is locally unknotted,

then (A'lA'o) ft\ X' (resp. „\) in (Q, Q0).

Theorem. Le7 X0<X<Q0<Q be polyhedra with (A'lA'o)^ A" in (Q, Q0). If

(V, V0) is a regular neighborhood of X mod X0 in (Q, Q0) then (V, F0) is a regular

neighborhood of X' mod A" n X0 in (Q, Q0).

Theorem. Fe/ X0<X<Q0<Q be polyhedra with (A'|X0),„\ A" in (Q, Q0). If

(V, V0) and(U, U0) are regular neighborhoods of Xmod X0 and A" mod X0 respec-

tively, in (Q, Qo) then there is a homeomorphism f: (V, F0) -> (U, U0) which preserves

the boundaries and is the identity on A".

The idea of the proof is quite simple. We triangulate and use induction to reduce

the problem to one simplicial collapse, i.e. X= X' + B where B=bA and finí'

=bÄ. The condition that the collapse is relative says that B n X0<A. There are

two cases, i.e. Bn X0 = A or F n X0<dA. Then in the second theorem A is a

"nice face" of B if B n X0<8A and in the first theorem A is a "nice face" of F

regardless.

Using the simplicial method of "parametrization", taken from Cohen, we con-

struct directly regular neighborhoods of both A" mod X0 and A" u xbÀ mod X0

in the second case and both A" mod X0 and A" u xbÂ mod X0 u xÀ in the first

case.

Then using the fact that A is a "nice face" of F we find an ambient homeomor-

phism of (Q, Qo) which is the identity on A" and maps A" u xbÀ to A" U B=X.

This will push the regular neighborhoods out to obtain regular neighborhoods of

both A" mod X0 and X mod X0 in each case.

The remaining possibility is that we are in the first case of the second theorem

and A is not a " nice face " of F. In this case the homeomorphism/is just constructed

directly using the method of parametrization.

From the above theorems we can then derive several characterizations of a

regular neighborhood of X mod X0 in Q using collapsing.

Cone unknotting. Given an embedding/: a X ^> b Y-with f~\Y) = X (i.e. a proper

embedding), call/unknotted if there exists a homeomorphism <p: bY ^ bY reí Y,

such that <j>f is the cone onf\X: X -> F. This definition, due to Lickorish, is much

stronger than merely assuming that (bY, f(aX))^c(Y, f(X)) reí F. In fact, in most

applications,/is a self-homeomorphism of a subcone of bY, which we are attempt-

ing to cover by a self-homeomorphism of b Y. Such a covering homeomorphism

will exist iff, regarded as an embedding, the little homeomorphism is unknotted.

The confusion between the two kinds of unknotting arises because for ball pairs

they are equivalent. This is because an unknotted ball pair is of the form (Á * A, A)

and if /: A -> A is a self-homeomorphism then A * / is a covering self-homeo-

morphism of A * A.
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Theorem. Let f: aX —> bY be a proper embedding. Then fis unknotted iff

1. For every xeX, d(f(tx + (l — t)a); bY,f(aX)) is constant for 0<t< 1 (cone-

wise homogeneity), and

2. (bY\Y)w\f(aX)inbY.

The second condition is just to insure that bY is homeomorphic to a regular

neighborhood of f(aX) mod f(X) in bY. Then the result follows from:

Theorem. Let f: aX ^ Q be an embedding, which is conewise homogenous. Then

if V is a regular neighborhood of f(aX) mod f(X) in Q, then there exists a homeo-

morphism </> : V-> b V (where V= Bdry V u f(X)) such <f>\ V is the identity and <f>f is

the cone on f\X: X—^-V.

To get an idea of the proof note that the cone structure gives an obvious "cone-

wise" collapse (f(aX)\f(X))\ f(a). Conewise homogeneity says precisely that

this collapse is weakly homogenous in (Q, f(aX)). It follows that (V, f(aX)) is

homeomorphic to a regular neighborhood off(a) in (Q,f(aX)). Thus, the weak

"set-unknottedness" condition follows from the theorems of the regular neighbor-

hood section.

The sharper "map-unknottedness" condition of the theorem is proved by going

back to the appropriate regular neighborhood theorem and repeating the proof,

taking care to preserve the additional structure on the polyhedron/(dA') introduced

by the cone structure of aX.

Note that the d(f(tx + (l-t)a); f(aX)) is constant for 0<I<1. Thus, if

(Q,f(aX)), ¡s locally unknotted, conewise homogeneity always holds. Thus, for the

first time, the oft-returning "red herring" effect of local unknottedness appears:

In general, the purpose of assuming local unknottedness of a pair (A", A'o) is to

transform conditions on the intrinsic dimension in (A', A'o) to conditions on the

intrinsic dimension in A'o, which are usually trivial.

On the other hand, if (bY, f(aX))^b*(Y, f(X)) reí F, then the collapsing

condition (bY\ Y) „,\ f(aX) in b Y holds.

Thus, if a(Y, X) is a locally unknotted cone pair then any self-homeomorphism

of aA'rel A'can be covered by a self-homeomorphism of a Frei F.

Codimension^3. Using sunny collapsing at a crucial stage, we can strengthen

the cone unknotting theorem when codimenion is ^3.

Theorem. Let f: aX-> bY be a proper embedding with dim f'1Ii(Y)Si— 3 for

all i. lff(a) = b, and f-\bF(Y)) = af-xV(Y) then fis unknotted.

From this theorem we obtain Lickorish's theorem and also a criterion for local

unknottedness in codimension ^3.

Covering isotopies. From the cone unknotting theorems we can get our covering

isotopy theorems using the Hudson-Zeeman methods.

We define an isotopy F: Xxl ~> Yxl to be locally collared if for every sub-

interval J of I, (Yxj, F(Xxj))a(YxJ, F(XxJ)) is locally collared. Rourke has
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proven that an isotopy is locally collared iff there is an ambient isotopy of F

covering the track of F, i.e. there exists G: Yxl-> Yx /such that GtF0(X) = Ft(X).

Theorem. Let F: XxI-> Yxl be an isotopy. F can be covered by an ambient

isotopy of Y iff
1. F is locally collared, and

2. for each x e X, d(F(x, t); Yxl, F(XxI)) is constant for 0 < t < 1.

Call an isotopy F: A" x /->Fx / locally unknotted if it is locally collared and

(Yxl, F(XxI)) is locally unknotted. Sinced(F(x, t); F(XxI)) is constant 0<7< 1,

we have another "red herring" phenomenon:

Corollary. Any locally unknotted isotopy can be covered by an ambient isotopy.

Now if (X, X0) is a polyhedral pair and F: X0 x I -> X0 x / is an ambient isotopy

of X0, then regarded as an isotopy in A" it is clearly locally collared and hence we

have

Corollary. If F: X0xI-> A"0 x / is an ambient isotopy then F can be covered

by an ambient isotopy of X iff F - \V(X, X0) x I) = V(X, X0) x I.

From this we get a relative covering isotopy theorem.

Theorem. Let (X, X0) be a polyhedral pair and Y< X. Assume F: X0 x /—>• X0 x /

« an ambient isotopy of X0 rel X0 n Y. If F can be covered by an ambient isotopy

of X, then it can be covered by an ambient isotopy of X rel F.

For we can extend the obvious ambient isotopy of X0 u F.

For local unknottedness we get the following:

Corollary. Le7 (A', X0) be a locally unknotted pair, then any ambient isotopy of

X0 can be covered by an ambient isotopy of X.

Finally, from the codimension ä 3 cone unknotting theorem, we obtain a

corresponding isotopy theorem:

Theorem. Let F: Xxl -> Yxl be an isotopy with dim Fö 1I'{Y)£i— 3. Then F

can be covered by an ambient isotopy of Y iff'F^1(I'(Y) x I) = F0~1(I'(Y)) x I.

As a corollary of this we have Hudson's result that any isotopy of a polyhedron

of codimension ä3 in a manifold can be covered by an ambient isotopy.

Extending triangulations. Armstrong's theorem that any triangulation of a

locally unknotted submanifold extends to a triangulation of the manifold generalizes

to the following:

Theorem. Let (X, X0) be a polyhedral pair and (K0; h) a triangulation of X0.

Then (K0; h) extends to a triangulation of X iffh~1I'(X, X0) is a subcomplex of K0

for all i.
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Since Ii(X0) = Ii(X, AV) iff the pair is locally unknotted, we have another "red

herring" effect.

Corollary. Le7 (X, X0) be a locally unknotted polyhedral pair. Then any

triangulation of X0 extends to a triangulation of X.

General position. We call a homotopy F: Xxl^ Y homogenous if for every

xe Xd(F(x, t); Y) is constant for tel.

Using the isotopy theorems we can prove results on homogenous homotopy of

maps:

Theorem. Letf: X'-> Y be a map such thatf\X0 is nondegenerate (where X0 < X)

and dim/"1/'(F)á/. Then there exists a homotopy off, homogenous and rel X0,

to a nondegenerate map.

Theorem. Let f: X -*■ Y be a nondegenerate map, then f can be homogeneously

homotoped to a map g: X-> Y such that dim S(f) -/" 1/t " \ Y) ̂  2 dim X-i.

We also mention some conjectures which relate these results to those of Stallings

about AF(«)-spaces.
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I. Notation and background information. We will follow the standard treatments

of p.l. topology: Zeeman [Z], Hudson [H] and Stallings [S]. These do not com-

pletely overlap so we will refer mostly to [H] and occasionally to [S].

Our polyhedra, polyhedral pairs, polyhedra with (finite) families of subpolyhedra,

denoted X, (X, X0), (X, {X¡}) will be assumed to have a given family of compatible

locally finite triangulations, denoted (K; «), (K, K0; ft), (K, {Kt}, «), (K, {F¡}; «) for

complexes, complex pairs and complexes with a family of subcomplexes. All maps

are assumed to be p.l.

For A e K, we will denote by Lk (A ; K), St (A ; K) and St° (A ; K) the link, star

and open star of A in K. Note that these are finite, by local finiteness of F. For

pairs, we will define Lk (A ; K, K0), for example, to equal (Lk (A ; K), Lk (A ; K0))

for A e K0.

Following Armstrong [Ai], for x e X, we will denote by Lk(x; X) any Lk

(h'1(x);K) where (K; h) is a triangulation of X and h'1(x) is a vertex of K.

Similarly, for x e X0 define Lk (x; X, X0) using any triangulation of the pair.

These are well defined up to homeomorphism, or homeomorphism of pairs,

respectively. Similarly, define St (x; X) and St (x; X, X0).
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We recall that joining gives a well-defined functor of pairs of compact polyhedra

to compact polyhedra. Denoted A"* F. Points of A'* Fare denoted tx+(l — t)y

with xeX, ye Y and tel. If/: X ̂  X0 and g: Y^ Y0 then f*g: X* Y->

A'o * F0 maps by/*g(lx + (l —t)y) = tf(x) + (1 -t)g(y). If X is one point, c, then

c * F or c Y is called the cone on F and if X is two points, i.e. a 0-sphere 5°, then

S° * F or S F is called the suspension of Y. The iterated suspension 2£"F=Zn + 1 F

= Sn * F. We will often use the calculation of the link of a point of the join:

Lk(tx + (l-t)y; X* Y) = X*Lk(y; Y), 1 = 0

= 2 Lk (x; X) * Lk (y; Y),       0 < t < 1

= Lk(x; X)* Y, 1=1.

This has an obvious generalization to X * ( Y, Y0).

Note that any join factor and hence any cone or suspension factor is assumed to

be compact.

The product of arbitrary polyhedra, denoted XxY, is defined and the identity

for the link is

St ((x, y); XxY) = St (x; X) x St ( v; F).

This implies that

Lk ((x, y); Ix y) = Lk (x; X) * Lk (y; Y)

by the Alexander trick which we now describe. Given finite complexes K and L,

we can triangulate cKxcL so that St ((c, c); cKxcL) = cKxcL and

Lk ((c,c);cKxcL) = cKxLkj KxcL

(where the union is along KxL). Furthermore, cKxL u KxcL^K* L (see [S;

§4.3]).
Of particular interest is the case where L is one point so cLçzI. This gives:

cKxI = (c, l)*((cKxO)v(KxI))

with cKx 1 included as the subcomplex (c, 1) * (Kx 1). This construction is also

natural on subcomplexes of K.

The Alexander trick proves that a homeomorphism of a cone rel its base is

isotopic to the identity rel its base. We define the isotopy (after triangulating) to

be the map of cKxI to itself obtained by coning the given homeomorphism on

cZC x 0 and the identity of K x I.

As an indispensible tool we will require the general theory of relative regular

neighborhoods as developed by Cohen in [C]. Following him, we define (V, V0) to

be a regular neighborhood of A'mod A"0 in (F, Y0), if there is a triangulation

(J, J0; h) of(Y, Y0) such that K=h~\X), K0=h~1(X0) and J0 are full subcomplexes

of/, and

(V,V0) = hN(K-K0;r,J,vJ0)
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where r¡ is a derived subdivision of/. Define the boundary of the regular neighbor-

hood (V, F0)by

(V, V0) = hÑ(K-K0;r¡J,vJ0).

By [C; Lemma 2.13], V= Bdryy V u (X0)R where (Ar0)«= Ar0 n (X)R and

(A')fl = Cly(A'-A'0).

We will use much of the notation of [C], such as D(A; K) for dual cell, D(A; K)

for boundary of the dual cell, and so on. We will also depend heavily on the results

of [C] particularly the parametrization lemma [C; Lemma 2.14], the uniqueness

theorem [C; Theorems 3.1-3.4] and the stellar neighborhood theorem [C; Theorem

6.1].

We will require the theory of collapsing and mention, in particular, the principle

of excision.

Let X, X0 and F be polyhedra with Yn X<=X0. Then X \ X0 iff X u F

\ X0 U F.

Finally, a little convention, for convenience in some formulae. We distinguish

between 0, the empty complex, and {0} the complex consisting of the empty

simplex 0. Define 0 * X= 0 and {0} * X= X, if AV 0. 0 x X= 0 and {0} x Af={0},

if Xj= 0. Also if A $ K, then define Lk (A ; K) = 0. We will always explicitly

mention this convention whenever it is around.

II. Intrinsic dimension. We give three equivalent definitions of intrinsic

dimension:

Definition 1. Let (X, X0) he a polyhedral pair and x e X0. Then we define the

intrinsic dimension of x in (X, X0), denoted d(x; X, X0) to be

a. the greatest t, such that Lk (x; X, X0) is a 7-fold suspension,

b. the greatest t, such that there exists an embedding/: A1 x c(Y, Y0) -> (X, X0)

such that/_1(A'0) = A'xcFo and/(A(xeY) is a neighborhood of x=fld, c) (for ¿

some element of Int A'),

c. the greatest 7, such that there exists a triangulation (K, K0; h) of (A', A"0) with

h~1(x) in the interior of a 7-simplex of K0.

Proof of the equivalence.

a-^b. Lk(x; X, X0)^If(Y, Y0) -> St (x; X, X0)% A1 * (Y, Y0) with x corre-

sponding to an interior point of A'. But a regular neighborhood of A in A * (Y, Y0)

is homeomorphic to A'xc(T, F0).

b -> a. S(( F, F0) s Lk ((¿, c) ; A* x c( Y, Y0)) s Lk (x ; X, X0) since fld, c) = x.

c->a. If (K,K0;h) is a triangulation of (X, X0) with h~1(x)elnt A, with

A e K0 and dim A = t, then Lk (x; X, X0)^A * Lk (A ; K, K0)^ If Lk (A ; K, K0).

a -> c. Let (K, K0; h) be a triangulation of (X, X0) with h"x(x) a vertex of F0.

As in the proof a-^bwe cone to get a homeomorphism q,

q:St(h-\x);K,K0)^ A!*(F, F0)

with q(h~1(x)) = d0 an interior point of A'. Let dx e Int A' such that q~1(d1) lies in

the interior of a simplex of F0 of dimension at least 7.
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Let g: A'~ A' rel dA' with g(d0) = dx. Join with the identity on F and conjugate

with q to obtain

k: St (h- \x); K, K0) -s- St (h~ l(x); K, K0)

satisfying k|Lk (n_1(x); K) = identity and k(h~1(x))=q~1(dx).  Extend k by the

identity to the rest of K. Let (K, K0; hk'x) triangulate (X, X0). (hk_1)~l(x)=q'\dx)

and so lies in the interior of a simplex of K0 of dimension at least t.

Note. The proof that a -> b gave a homeomorphism

q:A<*(Y, Y0) -> St (x; X, X0)

taking dAl * ( F, F0) to Lk (x; X, X0) and hence q(At * F- SAt * F) was open in X.

Also, the resultant embedding/: A'xc(F, Y0)->(X, X0) satisfied the condition

that/((Int A«) x (cY- Y)) is open in X.

d(x; X, A'o) is sometimes called the ambient intrinsic dimension to distinguish it

from the absolute intrinsic dimension in a polyhedron, rather than a polyhedral

pair. We obtain the absolute definitions by identifying a polyhedron X, with the

pair (X, X). Thus conditions on link pairs, triangulation of pairs etc. become

conditions on links and triangulations of polyhedra.

Definition 2. For x e X, we define the intrinsic dimension of x in X, denoted

d(x; X), by setting d(x; X) = d(x; X, X).

Remarks. The definitions are obviously p.l. invariants, i.e. if /: (A', A"0) ->

(Y, Y0) is a homeomorphism, then d(x; X, Xa) = d(f(x); Y, Y0).

An easy comparison of definitions shows that

d(x; X, A'o) ̂  min (cZ(x; A"), c7(x; X0)).

Definition 3. For a polyhedral pair (A", A'o) or a polyhedron X, we define the

intrinsic /-skeleton of (A", A'o) (resp. A'), denoted F(X, X0) (resp. Z'^A")) by:

I'(X, A'o) = (x e A'o : d(x; X, X0) ¿ i)

F(X) = Zj(A-, X) = {x e X : d(x; X) ^ /}.

The name intrinsic /-skeleton is suggested by Zeeman's alternate definition of the

intrinsic /-skeleton as the intersection of all possible i-skeleta. More precisely,

part c. of Definition 1 implies

I'(X, A'o) = H {h(K0) : (K, K0; h) a triangulation of (A", A'o)}.

That is, the intersection is taken over all triangulations of the polyhedral pair

(A", A'o). This implies that Z^A", A'o) is a closed subset of A'o.

Theorem 4. Let (K, K0; h) be a triangulation of a polyhedral pair (X, XQ), then

for all i, h~1(Ii(X, X0)) is a subcomplex of K0.

Proof. If n_1(x0), h~1(xx) e Int A for A is a simplex of K0, then Lk (x¡; X, A'o)

~8A * Lk (A; K, Ka), i = 0, 1 and hence d(x0; X, X0) = d(xx; X, X0). So intrinsic

dimension is constant on the interior of any simplex of K0.
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Hence, h~\I'(X, X0)) is a union of open simplices of K0 and as it is closed, it is

a subcomplex.

Now we examine the intrinsic skeleta locally.

Lemma 5. Fe7/: A' * (F, F0) -> (X, X0) be an embedding withf-1(X0) = Ai * F0

and f (Of * F- 8Ai * Y) open in X, then for ¿0, d1 e Int A', 0 < 70, t1 < 1 a«¿ y e F0,

we have

a. ¿(/(¿o); X, X0) = d(f(d1); X, X0)^i.

b. d(f(t0d0 + (l-t0)y); X, X0) = d(f(t1d1 + (l-t1)y); X, X0)>i.

Proof, a. Lk (f(dp); X, X0)^Lk (¿„; Aj * (F, F0))~8A' * (F, Yo),p = 0, 1.

b.       Lk (/(7P¿„ + (1 -7»; X, X0) ~ Lk (tpdp + (l-tp)y; A' * (F, F0))

£XaA'*Lk(v; F, F0),/> = 0,1.

Theorem 6. V(X, Xo)-I'-x(X, A"0) fr a« i-manifold.

Proof. If d(x; X, X0) = i, then there exists an embedding /: A'*(F, F0) ->

(A-, A'o) such that /-1(A-0)=Ai* F0, /(A¡ * F- 8A'* F) is open in X and

f~\x) e Int A'. Lemma 5 implies that

/(A' * Fo-dA' * F0) n /'(AT, A"0) = flint A')

and

/(IntAOn/'-^A-, A'o) = 0.

Hence,/(Int A) is a neighborhood of x in 7i(A', X0)-I*-\X, X0).

We now demonstrate the relationship between homogeneity of the open intrinsic

/-skeleton as an /-manifold and as a subset of X0.

Definition 7. For a pair of points x, y in X0< X, the following are equivalent.

a. d(x; X, X0) = d(y; X, X0) = i and x and y lie in the same component of

V(X, xj-v-^x, X0).
h. There exists an ambient isotopy H: (X, X0) x I -> (X, X0) x I such that

H0 = idxandH(x,l) = (y,l).

If these conditions hold we will write x~y in (X, X0).

Proof of the equivalence, b -> a. Let ¿(x; X, X0) = i, then 7 ~* H(x, t) is a path

in Il(X, X0)-Ii-1(X, Ar0) joining x to y.

a -> b. For x e /'(A", A'0)-/i-1(A', A'o), let/: A * (F, F0) ->• (A-, A'o) be an em-

bedding with /" X A'o) = A' * Y0, fl A' * F- S A' * F) open in AT and /- \x) e Int A'.

If ¿elnt A', let k: A*-> A' be a homeomorphism rel 8A< with k(f~1(x))=d.

k * ly is a self-homeomorphism of A' * (F, F0), rel S A' * Fand extending k. It is

isotopic to the identity on A* * (F, F0) rel 8A' * F by the Alexander trick.

Hence, if JE: (X, X0)^(X, X0) is defined to heflk * ly)/"1 on/(A* * F) and the

identity elsewhere then k is ambient isotopic to the identity and k(x)=f(d).

Thus, Xambient isotopes to any other point of/(Int A'), which is a neighborhood

of X in I'(X, A'o)-F-1(A', A'o) as we saw in the proof of Theorem 6.
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It follows that the set of points to which x will ambient isotope is open and closed

in V(X, X0)-F~1(X, A'o) and since y is in the same component of V(X, A'o)

— I'~1(X, A'o) as x, x ambient isotopes to y.

Remark. It is clear that if x~y in (A', A'o) then Lk (x; X, A"0)^Lk (y; X, A'o).

The embedding of Lemma 5 is usually obtained, as in the proof that a -> b in

Definition 1, by coning an isomorphism of the link of a point with a suspension.

To get a stronger hold on the simplicial situation, we must examine the intrinsic

properties of suspensions.

Lemma 8. Let (X, X0) = Sn~1 * (Y, Y0) and assume that (X, XQ) is not an (n+l)-

fold suspension, then

5-1 = /n-i(Z> Xo) = {x e A'o : S Lk (x; X, X0) s (X, X0)}.

Proof. Clearly, we have

S""1 c {X e a'o : 2 Lk (x; X, X0) ~ (X, X0)} c r~\X, X0)

where the second inequality follows from the assumption that (X, X0) is not an

(n+l)-fold suspension.

But I*-\X, X0) <= S"-1, for if xeSn~1* Yo-S"-1, Lk(x;X,X0) is an

n-fold suspension and hence x £ In'1(X, X0).

As a corollary, we have the following result of Armstrong and Morton, [AJ

and [M].

Lemma 9. IfZr(X, A-0)^2n(F, F0), r^n, then (X, X0)^Zn-r(Y, Y0).

Proof. First we assume thatn is maximal, i.e. that2"(F, F0) is not an(n+ l)-fold

suspension and prove the result in this special case by induction on r.

For r = 0, the result is clear.

Now assume we are given a homeomorphism

h:Sr-1*(X,X0)~^Sn-1*(Y, Y0).

Let xe5r_1, then

Z'-KA-, A'o) S Lk (x; S'"1 * (X, X0)) S Lk (n(x); 5""1 * (F, F0)).

By Lemma 8, n(x) e <Sn_1 and hence

Lk (n(x); S""1 * (F, F0)) S ^^(F, F0).

Note that since In(F, F0) was not an (n-l- l)-fold suspension, Sn_1(F, F0) is not

an n-fold suspension, and so the inductive hypothesis of the special case applies

and (A", X0)^^-r(Y, Y0).

Now if n is not maximal, Sn(F, Y0)'^I/n(Z,ZQ) where m is maximal. By two

applications of the special case result,

2"-r(F, F0) S 27*-r(Sm-n(Z,Z0)) s S«-'(Z,Zo) S (X, X0).
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Corollary 10. Zn(X, X0)?I,n(Y, Y0) implies (X, A"0)s(F, F0).

Definition 11. For a suspension pair (A", A"0) (resp. a suspension X), we define

the intrinsic sphere S(X, X0) (resp. S(X)), to be

S(X, A'o) = {x e A'o : S Lk (x; X, X0) s (A-, A'o)}

S(X) = S(X, X) = {xeX : £ Lk (x; A") s X},

and if a compact pair (A", A'o) is not a suspension we define S(X, X0)={0}.

Lemma 12. For any compact pair (X, X0) there is a homeomorphism (X, X0)

= S(X, A'o) * ( F, F0) rel S(X, X0), with ( Y, Y0) unique up to homeomorphism and

not a suspension.

Proof. If (X, A'o) is not a suspension then let (Y, Y0) = (X, A'o). Otherwise let

(X, A'o) be an n-fold suspension but not an («+l)-fold suspension. Then there

exists a homeomorphism

q:(X,X0)^Sn-1*(Y, Y0)

and (F, F0) is not a suspension. By Lemma 8, q(S(X, X0)) = Sn~1 so

0-115—1 : 5—1 s S(X,X0),

and joining with the identity on Fand preceding by q gives

(A-, A'o) -> S»"1 * (F, Y0) -> S(X, X0) * (Y, Y0)

rel S(X, A'o). Uniqueness of (F, F0) comes from Corollary 10.

Remarks. If/: Sm * (Y, Y0) -*■ (X, X0) is a homeomorphism then

f(Sm) c: S(X, A'o).

Hence, (A', A'o) is a (dim S(X, X0)+ l)fold suspension and not a (dim S(X, A"0) + 2)

fold suspension.

Thus, if x e A'o, we have the equation

d(x; X, A'o) = dim S(Lk (x; X, X0))+1.

S(X, A'o) is a subcomplex of any triangulation of (X, X0). For Lemma 8 implies

that if (X, A'o) is a suspension, S(X, X0) is precisely the first nonempty intrinsic

skeleton.

We now examine the important phenomena of the points interior to a face of a

simplex having the same intrinsic dimension as the points interior to the simplex:

Definition 13. Let B=AC be a simplex of K0 in the complex pair (K, K0), then

the following conditions on A and B are equivalent:

a. d(x; K, K0) = d(y; K, K0)   x e Int A, y e Int B.

b. Lk (x; K, K0)^\± (y; K, K0)   x e Int A, y e Int B.

c. Lk (A ; K, K0)^ SC * Lk (B; K, K0).

If these conditions hold we will say that A is a nice face of B in (K, K0).
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Proof of the equivalence, a -> b. Let d(y ; K, K0) = i, then d(x ; K, K0) = d(y ; K, K0)

-*■ x~y in (K, K0) since Int A lies in the closure of Int B. Hence, the links are

isomorphic by the remark following Definition 7.

b -> a. Clear.

b«±c. Lk (x; K, K0)^ A Lk (A ;K,K0) and Lk(y; K, K0)^BLk(B; K, K0). But,

F = (AC + AC) £ IÄC = ÄIC

So b^c by Corollary 10.

It is the explicit condition c, which relates the links of the two simplices that will

be most useful. Let us examine the simplicial situation more closely.

Since Lk(B) = Lk(C;Lk(A)), it follows that C *Lk (B;K,K0) is actually a

subcomplex pair of Lk (A ; K, K0), and in fact, we have the usual stellar decom-

position

Lk (A ;K,K0)=C* Lk (B; K, K0) + (P, F0)

where (F, P0) n C * Lk (B; K, K0) = C* Lk (F; K, K0).

Thus, we let (Q, Q0) = C* Lk (B; K, K0) and identify C * Lk (F; F, F0) with

c(Q, Qo), then we have c(Q, Q0) <= Lk (A ; K, K0) with cQ-Q open in Lk (A ; K, K).

Now condition c, is precisely the statement that Lk (A; K, K0)=I(Q, So)-

So the question arises: When can we find a homeomorphism Lk(A;K, K0)

~I(Q, Qo), which takes c(Q, Q0) identically onto the "upper half" of I(Q, So)?

We will show that we can always "straighten" the homeomorphism on C, and in a

first derived mod B, we can straighten the homeomorphism on all of cQ, as

required.

First, if A is a nice face of F, then

c(Q, Qo) <= Lk (A) S I(Q, Qo).

If x is any point of cS(Q, Q0)-S(Q, Q0), Lk (x; c(Q, So))=Lk (x; Lk (A)) and

the former is easily seen to be homeomorphic to (Q, Q0).

Hence, cS(Q, Q0)<^S(Lk (A)) and is in fact a face. That is,

C * S(Lk (B; K, K0)) is a face of 5(Lk (A ; K, K0)).

Consider the composite homeomorphism

d> us
Lk (A) —> (»o + pJC Lk (F) —► (»0 + Vl)CS(Lk (B)) * F

where i/< is the homeomorphism of Lemma 12, and F is some compact pair, which

is a join complement of S(Lk (B)) in Lk (B). ¡p can be chosen to be the identity on

(v0+vj)C.

Let c be an interior point of C. We would like to alter <f> to get <}> which on C

sends C identically to C and c to v0 and joins.
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We know that #(C * 5(Lk (B))) is a fact of (v0 + vx)CS(Lk (B)). So we can

extend the map

<p-14>'1    . i
#(C * S(Lk (B)))-> cC * 5(Lk (B))-> v0C * S(Lk (B)),

to an auto-homeomorphism of (v0 + vx)C * S(Lk (B)), called p. Define

<J> = <j>~1(p * 1)</>ç4.

This proves the first part of the following:

Lemma 14. Lei (K, K0) be a complex pair with B=AC a simplex of K0, and

c e Int C. Assume A is a nice face of B in (K, K0), then

a. There exists a homeomorphism

4>:L.k(A;K, K0) -> (c + x)C Lk (B; K, K0)

with <f>\C mapping identically onto cC.

b. If-r)BK is a first derived ofK mod B, then there exists a homeomorphism:

<j>: Lk (A;r¡BK, VbK0) -> (c + x)C Lk (B; VbK, VbK0)

with 4>\C * Lk (B; r¡BK, r)BK0) the identity.

Proof, a is proved above, we now prove b.

A simplex of Lk (A ; r¡BK) is of the form D0r¡(A D0Dx) ■ ■ ■ r¡(A D0Dn) with D0<C

and Dx< ■ <Dn. Mapping this simplex to D0r¡(D0Dx)-■ r)(D0Dn) gives a

simplicial homeomorphism

Lk (A ; VbK, r,BK0) -> r,c Lk (A ; K, K0).

This homeomorphism takes C Lk (B; Vb(K, K0))=C Lk (C; Lk (A; r¡B(K, K0)))

to C Lk (C; Vc Lk (A ; K, ZC0)) = St (C; t¡c Lk (A ; K, K0)). This is a regular neigh-

borhood of C mod C in Lk (A ; K, K0).

Hence, C Lk (B; r¡B(K, K0)) is a regular neighborhood of C mod C in

Lk04;7,B(ZC-,ZCo)).

Using part a, define a homeomorphism

çA: Lk (A ; Vb(K, K0)) -> (c + x)C Lk (B; Vb(K, K0))

rel C. By uniqueness of regular neighborhoods there exists a homeomorphism:

k : (c + x)C Lk (B) -> (c + x)C Lk (B)

such that k \ cC=identity and k<p(C * Lk (ß)) = cC Lk (B). In particular,

¿¿(C * Lk (B)) = C Lk (ZÍ).

Finally, define

if : (c + x)C Lk (B) -> (c + x)C Lk (Ä)

to be (Arc*) "1 on cC Lk (B) and extended by coning with x -> x over xC Lk (5).
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The required homeomorphism is kk<f>.

From the first part of the above we get a useful "local" version of our homo-

geneity results.

Corollary 15. Fe7 (K, K0) be a complex pair with A a nice face of B=AC in

(K, K0). Let b e Int F. There exists a homeomorphism

f: St (A; K, K0) -+ St (A; K, K0) rel À Lk (A, K)

and such that f(B) = bÀC.

Proof. Let j> be a homeomorphism

Lk(A)~>(c + x)CLk(B)

rel cC. Join with the identity on A to extend <f> to

ck: St (A) -> (c + x)AC Lk (F).

Let q: (c + x)AC-> (c + x)AC be a homeomorphism rel (c + x)AC = 8(c + x)AC

and mapping cAC to cbAC.

Define f=cp-\q* l)f

Remark. By the Alexander trick/is isotopic to the identity rel À Lk (A ; K).

We now relate the intrinsic skeleton and the links of simplices.

Lemma 16. Fe7 (K, K0) be a complex pair B = ACe K0, x e Int F and y e Int C,

then

a. d(x ; K, K0) = dim 5(Lk (B; K, K0)) + dim B+1.

b. d(x; K, K0) = d(y; Lk (A ; K, F0)) + dim A +1.

Proof, a. 5(Lk (x; K, K0)) = È* S(Lk (B; K, K0)). So

d(x; K, Ko) = dim 5(Lk (x; K, K0))+l = dim 5(Lk (B; K, F0)) + dim B+1.

b. By two applications of a, using Lk (C; Lk (A)) = Lk (B):

d(x; K, Ko) = dim S(Lk (F)) + dim B+l,

d(y; Lk (A)) = dim S(Lk (C; Lk L4))) + dim C+1,

d(x; K, Ko) = d(y; Lk (A)) + àim F-dim C.

Finally, dim F-dim C=dim A+\.

Corollary 17. Let (K, K0) be a complex pair and let A e K0 and

Co,C1eLk(A;K0).

Then

a. A is a nice face of AC0 in (K, KQ) iff C0 e S(Lk (A ; K, K0)).

b. AC0 is a nice face ofAC1 in (K, K0) iffC0 is a nice face of Ci in Lk (A ; K, K0).

Proof, a. Let x e Int A, y e Int AC0 and z e Int C0. By Lemma 16a. d(x; K, K0)

= dim 5(Lk (A; K, K0)) + dimA + l. By Lemma 16b.

d(y; K, K0) = d(z; Lk (A ; K, F0)) + dim A +1.
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A is a nice face of AC0 iff d(x; K, K0) = d(y; K, K0) iff d(z; Lk (A; K, K0))

= dim S(Lk (A ; K, K0)) iff (by Lemma 8) z e S(Lk (A ; K, K0)).

b. From Lemma 16a, since Lk (AC,; K, K0) = Lk (C¡; Lk (A; K, K0)) for i' = 0, 1.

Hence, a fortiori, dim S(hk (AQ)) = dim S(Lk (Q; Lk (A))).

Corollary 18. Let (K, KQ) be a complex pair and A a j simplex of K0, then for

Z'=*
Lk (A ; F(K, K0)) = /'-'^(Lk (A ; K, K0)).

Proof. This is just a restatement of Lemma 16b.

We should note what Lemma 16 and this corollary do and do not say. If

C e Lk (A ; K0) and x e Int AC, y e Int C, then Lemma 16b relates d(x; K, KQ) and

d(y; Lk (A ; K, K0)). We would like to in turn conclude something about d(y; K, K0).

Since C is a face of AC, d(y; K, K0)^d(x; K, K0) and hence we can conclude

d(y; K, K0) S d(y; Lk (A ; K, ZQ) + dim A + l.

Furthermore, it is easy to construct examples to show that equality need not

hold. For equality to hold it is clearly necessary and sufficient that d(y; K, A'o)

= d(x; K, A'o), i.e. that C be a nice face of AC in (K, K0). Since this comes up in

another context we mention the following special case when equality does hold:

Lemma 19. Let (K, K0) be a complex pair and B = AC e K0. For

yeLk(A;VBK0)-C,

d(y; K, K0) = d(y; Lk (A ; r,BK, r,BK0)) + dim A + l.

Proof, y elnt Doq(AD0Dx)- T¡(AD0Dn)mth D0<C, Dx< ■■■ <Dn^0,DzeK0,

i' = 0, ...,n.

Int DoV(AD0Dx)- ■ v(AD0Dn) u Int ADoV(AD0Dx)- ■ -q(ADaDn) c Int AD0Dn.

Hence, D0r¡(AD0Dx)- ■ r¡(AD0Dn) is a nice face of AD0r¡(AD0Dx)- ■ r¡(ADaDn)

in 7]B(K, K0) and equality holds by the above remarks.

Lemma 20. Let (X, X0) be a compact polyhedral pair, then for i è 0,

zZF(X, A'o) = Zi + 1(S(A", A'o)).

Proof. Since ^S(X, X0) = SÇL(X, X0)), the result is true for the minimal non-

empty intrinsic skeleton, if (X, X0) is a suspension. If (X, X0) is not a suspension,

then Z°(2(Ar, A'o)) = suspension vertices. In either case, this takes care of the

suspension vertices.

If y = tv + (l — t)x, with v a suspension vertex, OáKl and xe A'o,

cZ(v;2(A-, X0)) = d(x;X, X0) + l.

Remark. As we saw in the proof, if (A', A'o) is not a suspension then Z°(S(A', A'o))

= suspension vertices = 2{0}, so if (A', A'o) is not a suspension, we interpret

Z"1(A', A"o) = {0}, which fits with the corresponding convention of Definition 11.
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We obtain the following amusing corollary,

Corollary 21. Let X be a polyhedron, then V(X, Ii(X)) = V(X) for j^i.

Proof. Let x e I\X), then by Corollary 18,

Lk (x; X, I\X)) = (Lk (x; X), /'^(Lk (x; X))).

lfd(x; X)=j, then Lk (x; X)^ I'Y, with F not a suspension, then by Lemma 20

(and the remark which follows for the case i=j),

Lk(x; X, If(X)) s (2>F, I'T'-'-^Y)) s I\Y, V-'-\Y)\

Since F does not desuspend, the pair does not and hence d(x; X, I'(X))=j.

We now relate the absolute intrinsic skeleton with the ambient notion:

Definition 22. Let (A', A'o) be a polyhedral pair, with x e X0, then (X, X0) is

called locally unknotted at x ifd(x; X, X0) = d(x; X0). If (A', A'o) is locally unknotted

at all points of A'o, we call (X, X0) a locally unknotted pair.

Local unknotting translates absolute conditions on A"0 into ambient conditions

on the pair, and can be defined in terms of any of the notions we have introduced:

Theorem 23. For a complex pair (K, K0), the following are equivalent:

a. (K, K0) is locally unknotted.

h. For all A e K0, S(Lk (A ; K, K0)) = S(Lk (A ; F0)).

c. A a nice face of B in K0 implies that A is a nice face of B in (K, K0).

d. x~y in K0 implies x~y in (K, K0).

e. F(K, Ko) = I{(K0) for all i.

Proof, a -> e -> d -> c are clear. To complete the proof, note that c -> b by

Corollary 17a applied to (K, K0) and K0. b -*■ a by Lemma 16a applied to (K, K0)

and F0.

We relate these notions to the usual definition of locally unknottedness for

manifolds, by the lemma.

Lemma 24. a. A sphere pair (Sn, Sp) is unknotted iff S(Sn, SP) = SP.

h. A ball pair (Bn, B") is unknotted iff S(Bn, BP) = 8BP.

Proof. In each case unknottedness clearly implies the intrinsic sphere condition

and conversely (Sn~p, {0}) and (Bn~p + i,p) (with p e Int Bn~p + 1) are unknotted

and hence so are any suspensions of them.

Corollary 25. Let (X, X0) be a proper manifold pair, i.e. 8X n A'o = 8X0, then

(X, A'o) is locally unknotted iff it is locally unknotted in the usual sense, i.e. x e X0

implies Lk (x; X, X0) is an unknotted ball or sphere pair.

Proof. From Lemma 24, and the equivalence of locally unknottedness with

F(Lk (x; X, AT0))^5(Lk (x; XQ)).
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Remark. Note that (X, F(X)) need not be locally unknotted. Theorem 23 and

Corollary 21 imply that this is equivalent to Ii(Ii(X)) = I,(X) for ally'^/. It is easy

to see that this need not be true, e.g. the wedge of two different dimensional spheres.

III. Homogeneous collapsing and regular neighborhoods. We begin by defining

a general form of relative collapsing.

Definition 1. Let A' be a polyhedron, with A", X0<X and let A"Ó = A" n A'o,

then X collapses to A" relative to A'o, or more simply (X, X0) collapses to (A", A'o),

denoted (A'l A'o) \ A" if there exists a sequence of elementary collapses

X = Xn\ Xn~1\ ---\ Xo = A"

with Cl(A'i + 1-A'i) = Fiand Bi n XX = F\ a ball and face, as usual, satisfying the

condition that F' n X0<Cl (dB'-F').

In such a case, we will call the sequence (Xn, Xn~x,..., Xo) a collapse of X

to A" rel A'o, or of (A-, A'o) to (A", A'o).

There is a corresponding simplicial definition :

Definition 2. Let F be a complex, with K', K0<K and let K'o = K0n K', then F

collapses simplicially to K' relative to F0, or (K, K0) collapses simplicially to (K',

KÓ) if there exists a simplicial collapse (Kn, Fn_1,..., K°) of K to K' which is

relative to K0 in the sense of Definition 1, i.e. Ki + 1 = K' + Bi + Ai and K0 n B'kA'.

We denote this by (F|F0) V F'.

Remarks. In the simplicial case, there are two possibilities, which represent the

two kinds of things that can occur: Either F0 n B' = A', or K0 n B'<8A'. The first

corresponds to a punch out from K0 and the second is in a strong sense, "away

from K0".

Any subdivision of a collapse of Xto A" relative to A'o or of a simplicial collapse

of F to K' relative to F0 is clearly still a collapse relative to X0, or F0 respectively.

Also, any collapse of X to A" rel A'o is a collapse relative to any subpolyhedron

of A'o.

If A'o < A", then for all / in a relative collapse, /7¡nl0< 8F{ and the definition

reduces to Cohen's definition of relative collapsing. In this case, of course, X¿ = X0.

We now relate the geometrical and simplicial notions using the following elegant

proof due to Marshall Cohen.

Lemma 3. Let A" = aAn-1 = adAn-1 (with ¿elnt A""1) and let r: An^aAn-1

be the simplicial retraction sending d to a. Let a A" be any subdivision of A" such that

r: aAn -»■ aaÀn_1 is simplicial. Then (aA^aA71'1) V «¿A71-1.

Proof. Let A be a simplex of aaÁn_1 —aÁn_1. r~l(A) is a convex cell of dimen-

sion dim A +1, with A as a face and r ~ \A) n A" "1 as a face. The simplices of

r~1(A) — (A u r~1(A)) are mapped by r onto A. They are ordered by the line

segment r~\Â) which joins Â to r~x(Â) n Int A"-1. We remove dim A and

dim A +1 simplices of r ~ X(A) in pairs moving down r " \A) from r " \A) n Int A" "1.

This   gives  a  collapse  r~\A) V r~x(A) u A.   Furthermore,   this   collapse  is
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relative to A"-1, or more precisely, (r~1(A) n aAn_1). For if B and C with B = bC

are a pair of simplices removed during this collapse then rB=rC — A and so there

is a vertex c of C such that rb — rc is a vertex of A, and hence b $ Àn_1 and since it

lies between c and rb on the segment r~1rb, b $ Int An-1 so B n aA"-1 < C

Now order the simplices of aaÄ"-1 —«A"-1 in decreasing order of dimension

and in order, for each such simplex A, perform the above simplicial collapse

r~\A) V A u r'1(Â), giving a collapse aAn V ccaA"-1, which is clearly relative to

«A""1.

Lemma 4. Let (A"(A'o) \ A" and let (K; h) be a triangulation of X. Then there

exists a subdivision aK such that h~1(X0) and h~x(X') are subcomplexes of aK and

(aK\h-\X0))\> h-\X').

Proof. Let X= Xn,..., Xo = A" be a collapse of X to A" rel A'o, and let

ZF = n-1(Cl(A'i-A'i-1)) and F* the face of B' complementary to B< n n"1^'-1).

So Binh-1(X0)<=Fi.

Let qu. (Aj, A',) -> (B\ Fl) be a homeomorphism with A^ûjA;. If r'; A, -> aÀ'

is the retraction of Lemma 3, then define sl: h~1(Xi) -> n_1(^i_1)t0 be q'r'fa')'1

on Z31 and the identity on A-1^'-1).

First, let ßZC be a subdivision of ZÍ so that h'1(X0) and /r^A"') ¡=0,..., n are

subcomplexes of ßK. Then subdivide to make the following diagram simplicial:

sn                                                               s1
ßK = h~\Xn)->h-\Xn~l)->->h~1(X1)->h-\X°)

qn-l
I1

K An_! Aj

If aK is the subdivision of ßK obtained, then Lemma 3 implies that

(aK\h-\X0))\° h~\X').

Remark. Notice that the simplicial collapse obtained is a subdivision of the

original geometric collapse.

We now relate relative collapsing with intrinsic skeleta.

Definition 5. Assume that A", X0< X< Q0<Q, let A'=A'n, Xn~\ ..., Xo = A"

be a collapse of X to A" rel A'o. Call this collapse homogenous (resp. weakly

homogenous) with respect to (Q, ß0), if for each /=0,..., n- 1, d(x; Q, Q0) is

constant as x varies over X> + 1 — X' (resp. as x varies over Xt + 1 — (X' u A"0)).

If there exists a collapse of X to A" rel A'o which is homogenous (resp. weakly

homogenous) we will write (A'|A'o)ft\ A" with respect to (Q, Q0) (resp. (A'|Ar0)

w\ A" with respect to (ß, ß0)).

Note that (A^ A'o) ft\ A" with resp. to (Q, Q0) does not imply that d(x; Q, Q0)

is constant as x varies all over X— A". The intrinsic dimension of the cells which

are removed may vary; d(x; Q, Q0) is constant only on each cell.
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As usual we will write (A'lA'o)^ A" in Q or (Ar|Ar0)M\ A" in Q for (X\X0)

h\ A" in (S, S) or (X\X0) „\ A" in (Q, Q).
Note that if X0< A", then (A1) A'o) k\ A" is equivalent to (A'l A'o) „\ A".

Assume that (A'l A'o) „\ A" in (S, So) and let (F, F0; «) be any triangulation of

(S, So)- Subdividing F so that h~1(X) is a subcomplex, and then applying Lemma

4, and the remark that follows it, and finally extending the resulting subdivision of

ft~1(A') to a subdivision of K, we obtain a subdivision (aK, aK0; h) satisfying:

a. h~1(X), h~1(X0) and «_1(A") are subcomplexes of <*F0.

b. h'1(X) V A_1(A") by a sequence of collapses of simplices B' = b'A' across

faces A\ satisfying :

1. Binh-\X0)<Ai.

2. A1 is a nice face of F' in (aF, aF0).

Similarly, if (AT | A'o) „\ A"in(S, So) and (F, F0; «) is a triangulation of (Q, So),

then there exists a subdivision (aF, aF0; «) of (S, So) satisfying:

a. h~\X), h~1(X0) and «_1(A") are subcomplexes of aK0.

b. h~1(X) V «_1(A") by a sequence of collapses of simplices Bi = biAl across

faces A1, satisfying:

1. B'nh-1(X0)<Ai.

2. If Bi n « - 1(A'0) < i¡ then /I* is a nice face of F' in («F, aK0).

In these simplicial situations, condition bl says that the collapse is relative to

h~1(X0) and b2 says that the collapse is homogenous, or weakly homogenous.

Now after all these definitions, the collapsing theorems:

Theorem 6. Assume X0 < X< Q0 < Q, and let (V, V0) be a regular neighborhood

pair of Xmod A'o in (Q, QQ). Then if (A'l A'o) ft\ A" with respect to (Q, Q0), then

(V, V0) is a regular neighborhood pair of X' mod A" n A'o in (Q, So)-

Proof. We assume that everything is triangulated as above to obtain the situa-

tion: a complex pair (K, KQ) with F0 full in F and subcomplexes F, F', F0 of F0

with F0 full in F0, and a simplicial collapse: L=Ln,Ln~1,.. .,L°=L' with Fi + 1

=Li + Ai + Bi with Ai a nice face of F' and L0 n B¡<A\ If we prove that every

(F, F0) neighborhood of Fi + 1 mod Fi + 1 n F0 is one of V mod Ll n L0, we are

clearly finished by induction. So it suffices to prove the result across one simplicial

collapse.

LetL=L' + A + B with B=bA, L' n B=bA, L0 n F<^ and /I a nice face of F

in (K, KQ), where F0 is a full subcomplex of K and we can assume F is a full sub-

complex of F by deriving mod F, if it were not. We show that every (F, F0)

neighborhood of F mod F0 is also a (F, F0) neighborhood of F' mod F0 n F'.

By the uniqueness theorem for regular neighborhoods, it suffices to exhibit any

regular neighborhood of F mod F0 which is also a regular neighborhood of

F' mod F0 n F'.

There are two cases, according to whether F n L0<A or B r\ L0 = A.

(1) B r\ L0< A. Then F n F0 is a proper face of A, by the fullness of F0.
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Let (H, H0) = Lk (B; K, K0). Let aK=obaaAK where aAK is stellar subdivision of

K at A introducing a vertex a e Int A, and abaaAK is stellar subdivision of aAK at

¿>a introducing a vertex x e Int ba.

a(B * H) = obaaAbA * H = ababaÂ * H = x(a + b)Á * H = (aB) * H.

So

a(ß * (H, H0)) = a St (B;K, K0) = (aB) * (H, H0).

Define Lx =L' + xbÂ. This is a full subcomplex of aK.

Assertion. There exists a derived -qaK such that N(LX— L0; r¡a(K, K0)) is a

regular neighborhood of L' mod F0 in (K, K0).

Note that as a first derived neighborhood N(LX—L0; r¡a(K, K0)) is by definition,

a regular neighborhood of Lj mod F0-

Assuming the above assertion, we are almost done, for by Corollary 11.15 there

exists a homeomorphism /: (K, K0) -*■ (K, K0) supported by St° (A ; K) such that

f(B) = xbA. Note that/is the identity on L' and L0 and f(L)=Lx. Hence,

f-1N(L1-L0;Va(K,K0))

is a regular neighborhood of both L mod L0 and L' mod F0 in (K, K0).

To prove the assertion, we parametrize aASt(B; K). As above, oA(B*H)

= (aAB) * H=baÀ * H. Now let A= [e0, ex, e2, e3, e4] be the standard four simplex,

and define a simplicial map p: aAB * H -> A as the join of the following:

p(À n L0) = e0,        p(b) = e3,

KC(/fnL0;/í)) = e1,      p(H) = e4,

/?(a) = e2.

Note that the inverse of each vertex of A is a full subcomplex of aAB * H.

Furthermore, if we subdivide A:ae2S3 A at the point e5=/?(x), then p: aB * H

-> ae2e3A is simplicial, for aB * H=x(a + b)À * ZZ and o-e2e3A = e5(e2 + e3)eoe1e4.

We will now define two derived subdivisions, one of A and one of ae¿e3A, called

i)A and r¡ae2e3A respectively, satisfying:

(1) t^eoe^^i + eoe^^e^ = ^^^1 + eaexeze±.

(2) \N(eaexe^-e^, f]A)\ = \N(eQexe^ez-eü; ^o-e2i!3A)|.

Let ?? be any derived subdivision of ae2S3A and then pick r¡A to agree with fj on

eoe!e2e4 + eoe!e3e4 and for C any simplex (including 0) of eoe^, let b(e2e3C) for

r?A be defined to equal b(e2e5C) of ?)A. (1) is clear and (2) is easily proved by looking

at the complements of the two sets in A and seeing that they are made up of the

same simplices.

Now, note that aAK and aK agree outside of St° (B; K). Define derived sub-

divisions -qaAK and rjaK so that

(a) i^|A:-Sto(5;/0 = ;HZi-Sto(5;Z<:),

(b) p : r¡aAB * H -> y]A and p : rjaB * H -+ r¡ae2e3A are simplicial.
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Here (1) above is used to make (a) possible.

Now we claim that

\N(L'-L0;VaA(K,K0))\ = lAÍA-Fo^aí^Fo))!,

which would prove the assertion since F' is full in aAK and L± is full in aF.

To prove the above equality note that the sets are clearly equal outside of

St° (B; K). So it suffices to prove the equality of their intersection with St (B; K),

i.e. to prove

\N(bA-A n L0; -naAB * (H, H0))\ = \N(xbA-A n L0; ¿j<xB * (H, H0))\.

But, by the parametrization Lemma [C; Lemma 2.14], these sets are respectively

(p,p\B* H0)-1\N(eoe1ez-e0;riA)\ and (p,p\B * HoY^N^e^e*,- eQ; iy<xeae3A)|

and are consequently equal by condition (2) above on -nA and rjae2S3A.

This completes the proof of the first case.

(2) F n L0 = A. Let L'0=L0 n L'=L0 — A. Again we assume that F is full in K.

Define aK=aabaAK and LX=L' + xbA as in the first case.

We reduce the proof of case (2), precisely as we did case (1) to a proof of the

following :

Assertion. There exists a derived y\o.K such that A(FX - (F0 + xA) ; -qa(K, K0)) is

a regular neighborhood of F' modF0 in (K, K0).

Completing the proof of case (2) from the assertion uses the same homeomorph-

ism/ and noting this time that/(F0)=FÓ + x^'.

To prove the assertion, we parametrize again, this time to A = [e0e!e2e3] the

standard three simplex. Define/?: aAB * rY-> A by joining

p(A) = e0,        p(b) = e2,

p(a) = eu       p(H) = e3.

Let p(x) = ei and let aeie2A introduce the vertex e4, so that p:aB * H -> aei02A

is simplicial.

We now define derived subdivisions i?A and rjaeie2A to satisfy:

( 1 ) V | eoe^z + e0e2e3 = ij | e0eie3 + e0e2e3.

(2) |A(e0e2-e0; r¡A)\ = |A(eoe2e4-e0e4; ^creiC2A)|.

Let r\ be any derived of aeie2A and then pick r¡A to agree with r¡ on eoe^s + e0e2e3

and let b(e1e2) = ei, b(e1e2eo) = b(e0e^) of ijoeie2A and b(e1e2e3) and ¿(¿oe^ea)

= /5(e2e4e3) and /5(e0e2e4e3) of ijo-eie2A respectively.

Define r¡oAK and ijaF as in case (1) and we prove, precisely, as in case (1) the

equality

lAÍF'-FoiWF.Fo))! = ^^-(L'o + xAy^KKo)^.

This completes the proof of case (2) and hence of Theorem 6.

Corollary 7. LetX0<X'<X<Q,andVbea regular neighborhood of A" mod A'o

in V, with V a topological neighborhood of X- X0. Then, if (A'l A'o) h\ A", then V

is a regular neighborhood of X and X0 in Q.
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Proof. Let U be a regular neighborhood of A" mod A'o with U— X0 <= Int F e.g.

triangulate so that everything in the statement is a subcomplex with X and A"0 full

and then let U=N(X— X0; r]Q)^lnt F since F is a topological neighborhood of

X— X0 and a subcomplex.

By Theorem 6, U is a regular neighborhood of A" mod A'o and hence by [C;

Proposition 7.3] F is a regular neighborhood of U mod A'o and hence by [C;

Proposition 7.4] F is a regular neighborhood of X mod A'o.

Now for the theorem associated with weakly homogenous collapsing :

Theorem 8. Assume X0 < X< Q0 < Q, and let (V, V0) be a regular neighborhood

of Xmod XQ in (Q, Q0). Then i/(A'|A'o) ,> A" with respect to (Q, Q0), there exists

an embedding f: (V, V0)->(V, V0) with f\X'= identity and such that if (U, U0)

=/(F, F0), then (U, U0) is a regular neighborhood of A" u A'o mod A'o in (Q, Q0)

and(Ù,Û0)=f(V,V0).

Proof. We assume that everything is triangulated as in the remarks preceding

Theorem 6, and so obtain the situation: a complex pair (K, K0) with K0 full in K

and subcomplexes L, L0, L' of K0 with L0 full in K0, and a simplicial collapse

L=Ln,. ..,L°=L', with Li + 1=V + Ai + Bi with L0 n B'<Al and A1 a nice face of

Bi if L0 n B*< ÀK If we prove that every (K, K0) neighborhood of V + 1 u L0 mod L0

embeds in itself as required with image a regular neighborhood of V u L0 mod L0,

then the result follows by induction, by composing the embeddings. So again it

suffices to prove the result across one simplicial collapse.

Let L=L' + A + B with B=bA, L' n B = bA,L0n B<A and if L0nB<A,

then A is a nice face of B. L0 is a full subcomplex of K and we can again assume

that L is also full. As in Theorem 6, there are two cases:

(1) L0 n B<A and A is a nice face of B. Then Theorem 6 itself applies and any

regular neighborhood of L mod L0 is a regular neighborhood ofF' modL' r\L0=L0

so we can let/= identity, in this case.

(2) L0 n B=A. Note that as in Theorem 6, uniqueness of regular neighborhoods

implies that we need only prove the existence of such an/for one regular neighbor-

hood of L u L0 mod L0, since any other can be mapped to it by a homeomorphism

of (#, K0) rel L u L0.

As in the proof of Theorem 6, let (H, H0) = Lk(B; K, K0), aK=aabaAK and

define p : aAB * H -> A = [e0e1e2e3], by joining

p(A) = e0,        p(b) = e2,

P(a) = ex,       p(H) = e3.

Again, let aeif,2A introduce the vertex e4 =p(x). Let e5 e Int e2e3. There exist

deriveds 17A and rjA satisfying

(1) r¡\e0d(exe2e3) = íj\eo8(exe2e3).

(2) \N(e0exe2-e0ex; r]A)\ = \e0exe2e5\ and \Ñ(e0exe2-e0ex; vA)\ = \e0exe5\.

(3) \N(e0e2-e0; í?A)| = |e0e4e2e5| and \Ñ(e0e2-e0; 77A)| = |e0e4e5|.
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Now define derived r¡aAK and rjoAK to agree outside St° (B; K) and so that

p: r¡aAB * H-. r¡A and p : fjaAB * H-> rjA are simplicial.

We will define a homeomorphism

/: \N(L u L0-L0; Wa(K, K0))\ -> \N(L' u L0-L0; ¿oA(K, K0))\

taking A to A and the identity on 11, which will prove the result.

To define/ note first that

N(L u L0-L0; r,aAK)-St° (B; K)-A = N(L' u L0-L0; ïjoAK)-St0 (B; K),

and

Ñ(L u L0-L0; VaAK)-St0 (B; K)-A = Ñ(L' u L0-L0; ijaAK)-St° (B; K).

So define/to be the identity on these sets. To complete the proof we must define/

on the intersection with St (B, K), i.e. we must extend/to a homeomorphism

N(B-A;VaAB * (H, //„))-* N((b + a)A-A;ijaAB * (H, H0))

taking boundary to boundary and the identity on the intersection with bÄH (to

extend the previous definition off).

By the parametrization lemma, these sets are respectively,

(p,p\B* H0)'1\e0e1e2e5\    and    (p,p\B * H0)-1\e0eie2e5\,

and the respective boundaries are the inverses under (p, p\B * H0) of |e0eie5| and

|e0e4e5|.

Define/: aAB * H-> aB * H by fla) = x joined with the identity on bA * H. We

will prove that f\N(B — A; -naAB * (H, H0)) is the required homeomorphism. To do

this, it suffices to show that

fp~x\eoeie2eb\ = p'l\e0e^e2eb\    and   fp'^eoe^^ = p'^eoe^^.

Define fA: A^ CTeie2A by/A(ej) = e4 joined with the identity on e0e2e3. Clearly,

Pf=flP- Since/fHkoi^esl. \eoeie5\) = (\eoe1e2e5\, |e0^ie5|) and since flaAB * H)

contains p~1\e0eie2e51, a little diagram chase proves that

fp~1(\e0e1e2e5\, |eo<?ie5|) = /'"Kko^^^sl, koe4e5|).

Thus,/defines a homeomorphism of a regular neighborhood of F u F0 mod F0

onto a regular neighborhood of L' u L0 mod F0 within it. Proving case (2) and the

theorem.

Corollary 9. Let (X, X0) be a polyhedral pair contained in a polyhedron Q.

Let V be a regular neighborhood of A'mod A'o in Q. If (A'l A'o) „\ A" in Q, then

there are regular neighborhoods U and U' of X' mod A'o n A" in Q contained in V

and there is an isotopy H of V into itself such that H\ Vx 0+ U' x I = identity and

suchthat H1(V) = U.
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Proof. By Theorem 8, V is homeomorphic rel A" to a regular neighborhood of

A" mod A'o n X' — X¿. Hence, V r> X¿ = (X¿)B and F supports a stellar triangula-

tion as required by the hypothesis of part a of the stellar neighborhood theorem

[C; Theorem 6.1(a)]. The conclusion is that ofthat theorem.

Before showing the various resolutions that these theorems give to the recognition

problem for regular neighborhoods, we present the following equivalent to

homogenous collapsing:

Lemma 10. Assume Xa<X< Q0<Q with X— X0 finite dimensional, then (A'|A'o)

„\ A" iff for all 0 £ i g dim X- X0 :

(XnP(Q, ß0)|Ao n V(Q, Q0))\ (A" n P(Q, Q0)) u (Xn V~\Q, ß0)).

Proof. Let I' = I'(Q, Qa). The collapsing through intrinsic skeleta clearly

implies homogenous collapsing since we can go from X¡¡x A" u (A'o F) h\ A"

by induction using the hypothesis for the inductive step.

To go the other way, we simply note that if we have a homogenous collapsing

of X to A", we can rearrange the collapses in descending order of intrinsic dimen-

sion, i.e. If A'i-1 + ZF-1 = A'i and Xi + l = X' + Bi + 1 and d(x; Q, Q0) is less for

xeXi + 1-Xi than for Jf-Jf'-1, then Bi + 1 n X¡< A"'"1 so we can first remove

B'-1 from Xi + 1 and then remove Bi + 1.

Theorem 11. Let X0<X<Q, with Cl (X- X0) = XR compact, and let V<Q be

the closure of an open neighborhood of X- X0, i.e. F=C1 Int V, with X- X0 <= Int V.

Assume Vn Ar0 = Cl (X- X0) n X0 = (X0)R, and let F=(Bdry V) u (X0)B. Then

the following are equivalent:

a.   F is a regular neighborhood of X mod A"0 in Q.

b.(V\V),\ (Jf)«.

c (V\ V) w\ (X)R and V- X0 is locally collared in Cl (ß- F)= ß-Int V.

d. (V\(X0)B) ft\ (X)B and V- X0 is locally bicollared in Q.

e. Cl (V n I'(Q)- X0) is a regular neighborhood of

(XrM'(Q)) u (VnF~\Q)) mod (A'o n I\Q)) u (V n /'^(ß))

¡n F(Q)for all i, and

(Bdry,.M, Cl (F n Z«(ß)- JT0)) u (X0 n I\Q)) = (V u A'o) n Z'(ß).

Remark. All of the collapsing conditions b-d have equivalent formulations

including all of A'o. The equivalence comes from excision, and the assumption that

V Ci A'0 = (A'o)fl. The corresponding conditions are

b'. (Fu Ao|Fu Ao),N X.

c'. (Fu A'o! Fu A'o) „\ A"-!-local collaring on the outside.

d'. (Fu A'o|A'o),1\ A'+local bicollaring.
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Proof, a -*■ b. Directly from the definition of regular neighborhoods, we have

full subcomplexes L, L0 of K, with L — L0 finite and we wish to show that

(N(L-L0; VK)\Ñ(L-L0; VK)) „\ (L)R

in K. Note that by local finiteness N(L — L0; r)K) is a finite complex.

Every simplex of A(L—L0 ; K) - L is of the form ,4 BC with /I e (L0)B, ß e C(L0, Z.)

and CeÑ((L)R;Ñ(L-L0;K)) [C; Proposition 2.9], with Zi^O^C. Order these

simplices in descending order of dimension.

(N(L-L0; r,K), Ñ(L-L0; r,K)) n ABC = (N(AB-A; VABC), Ñ(AB-A;r,ABC))

from the parametrization lemma. By [C; Lemma 2.16] this is a ball and face, with

complementary face

N(AB-A, 7¡dABC) = N(AB-A;r¡(B*dAC)) = (J (N(L-L0; -qK) n AßC,)

for AiBCi^dABC. Thus, removing these pairs in decreasing order of dimension

provides a collapse N(L-L0; r¡K) \ (L)R which is clearly rel Ñ(L-L0; r¡K). Since

the points removed in the collapse corresponding to ABC all lie in the interior of

ABC, the collapse is homogenous in K.

a -> c and d. Follows from a -> b and [C; Theorem 5.2] which says that V— X0

is locally collared in Fand in Q — Int V.

a-^e. Triangulate the situation to obtain L0<L full subcomplexes of K and

V-N(L-L0; r)K). Recall that the intrinsic skeleta /' are subcomplexes of K. Let

V = Cl (N(L-L0;vK)n F-L0). By [C; Lemma 2.13], V^NÇLCiV-L^F;^1)

for all /. Hence, (V\ Fi_1) is a regular neighborhood pair of L n F mod L0 n /'

in (F, Zi_1). This implies by [C; Proposition 7.10] that F' is a regular neighbor-

hood, in /', of

(L n V) u F'"1 mod (Bdry,<-i Fi + 1) u (L0 n Z').

But (F n 7') u Vi~1=(L n Z¡) u (Kn/'"1). And

(Bdry,i-i F'"1) u (L0 n Z') = A(F n Z'"1-^ ^> Z'"1; ^i"1) ^ (^-o n Z')

= (Ñ(L-L0; r,K) n Z'"1) u (Lo n Z4)

= (FnZ'-^uiLoOZ').

For in each of these equalities the only points where the varying terms change lie

in L0 nZ'"1.

b -> a. V is obviously a regular neighborhood of F u A'o mod A"0 u V

(Vn X0 = (X0)B and F=C1 (Int V)). So a follows from Theorem 6.

c -> a. As above, using Theorem 8, we have (V, V) is homeomorphic rel A'to a

regular neighborhood of X mod A"0 and its boundary. Hence, V— X0 is locally

bicollared and the stellar neighborhood theorem [C; Theorem 6.1b] implies that

F is a regular neighborhood of X mod A"0.
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d -> a. Triangulate and subdivide so that X, X0 and F are full subcomplexes of

S- The local bicollaring assumption implies that F— A'o is locally collared in F

and S-Int V (Q-X0 = (Q-(Vv X0)) u (V-X0) u (Int V-X0)). Using this we

can produce a homeomorphism/: Q -*■ Q rel X with fV=N(V— X0; r¡Q), see for

example the proof of [C; Theorem 6.1]. Theorem 6 implies that N(V— X0;-nQ) is

a regular neighborhood of X mod A'o in S and hence so is F.

e^b. Let V = Cl (Vn /'-A'o). We have assumed the identity

(Bdry,< F') u (A'o n 7') = (F u A'o) n /'.

Then, since a -> b', the hypothesis of e gives

(V u (A'o n 7') u (F n /'-^(Bdry,« F') u (A'o n F) u (F n 7'-1))

\ (in/'ju^n/'"1).

Apply the assumed identity, this becomes

((F u A'o) n 7'|(F u A'o) n 7s) \ (JT n 7') u (Fn 7'"1).

So Lemma 10 implies that (F u X0\Vv X0) „\ A'.

Remarks. The identity at the end of e is equivalent to the assumption (F— F)

n7'(S) = Int Vi-X0. Without this assumption e-p>a. Let Q he the upper half

plane, F=[(-2, 0), (- 1, 1), (0, 0)] + [(0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 0)] and let X={(- 1, 0)} and

X0= 0, then the conditions of e except for the identity are satisfied and yet F is

not a regular neighborhood of X.

There is an interesting example which shows that the local collaring conditions

of c and d are necessary :

Let A1 = [(0, 1), (0,-1), (1,0)] and A2 = [(0, 0), (1/2, 1/2), (1/2, - 1/2)] in the

plane F2. Let F= Ax x [0, 1 ] + A2 x [ -1, 0] in the half space of F3 = {(x, y, z) : x £ 0}

= S- Let Af=(0, 0, 1/2) and X0= 0. One can check that (F| V) „\ A'and Fft\ X

(by two different collapsings), but F is not a regular neighborhood of X. In fact,

F n 8Q is not a manifold.

We remark that the equivalence of a and d in the case A'0= 0 is due to Stallings,

by a rather different approach, see [S; Chapter VI].

If instead of condition e, we assume that F* is a regular neighborhood of

(Xnl>) u (Fn 7i-1) = (A'n 7') uK'"1 mod (A'o n 7f) u (Bdryy-i K'"1), then the

identity follows by downward induction since, x e(V n Il) — (Bdry¡'Vi u X0)

implies x e Int Vi and hence by hypothesis xelnt Fi + 1, contradicting inductive

hypothesis for /+1. Note that identity is clear for / = dim F.

In the unlikely event that the reader is interested we mention a generalization of

Theorems 6 and 8.

In our definition (A'l A'o) „\ A" in (Q, So) we assumed X< So- To discard this

assumption we can extend the previous definitions of homogenous and weakly

homogenous collapsing using the old definitions as follows: Define (A'l A'o) Ä\ A"

in (Q, So) to mean (X\X0) „\ A" u (X n So) in  Q and (X n Sol^o n So)
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„\ A" n So in (Q, Qo) (old definition). Similarly, we can extend the definition of

(A'|A'o)U)\ A" in (S, So)- Theorems 6 and 8 remain true as stated, deleting the

assumption that X, X0 < So and using the new definitions. The proofs are the same

but there are four cases, in each theorem, the two of Theorem 6 for collapses in

Q— So and the two of Theorem 6 for collapses in So- Similarly, for Theorem 8.

Finally, we note that our solution of the "recognition problem" for regular

neighborhoods, Theorem 11, has the unsatisfactory aspect of requiring Cl (A"— A'o)

to be compact. To eliminate this hypothesis, presumably one could replace col-

lapsing conditions by the existence of some kind of "homogenously collapsible

retraction", and construct a proof à la [C; Chapter 9] by using the retraction to

reduce the problem to collapsing conditions on the dual cells, which are finite, and

use Theorem 11 where Cohen uses Whitehead's shelling process. However, this

would seem to require more attention than this outline suggests as the dual cells

are cones, not balls in this case. Probably, a proof can be constructed using the

results on cones, later in this paper, to generalize a 5=t d to this context.

IV. Unknotting cone pairs. Given an embedding of a cone into a polyhedron:

/: aX ^ Q and F a regular neighborhood of fla X) mod flX) in Q. We consider

the problem of when/: ¿zA'-s- F looks like the inclusion of a subcone in a cone,

i.e. when does there exist a homeomorphism h: V~>aV such that «/=/when/is

defined as the coning of f\X, i.e. a(f\X): aX^aV. This is a much stronger

condit'^n that the existence of a homeomorphism of pairs: (V, f(aX))^a(V, f(X)),

for this homeomorphism preceded by/need not equal/ but will, in general, be/

preceded by a homeomorphism k: aX^»aX rel X. So this problem has two aspects:

Unknotting the pair (V, flaX)) and unknotting the homeomorphism k. The

solution of the second is by far the more important and more difficult. In fact, it is

an easy exercise to show using Theorem III.8, that (V, flaX))^a(V, f(X)) iff there

exists a point peflaX)-f(X) such that (f(aX)\f(X)) „\ p in (S,/(aA-)).

The importance of unknotting the embeddings of cones (rather than the set

pairs) and the above version of unknotting is due to Lickorish [L] and this whole

section is just a generalization of his Proposition 1, and in broad design mimics

its proof.

Definition 1. Let /: aX -> Q be an embedding. Call / conewise homogenous,

denoted CH, if for each x e X, d(f(ta + (l-t)x);Q, flaX)) is constant for 0 < 7 < 1.

Lemma 2. Let a(X, X0) be a cone pair, then the inclusion aX0^aX is conewise

homogenous.

Proof. If x e A'o, then for any 0 < t < 1 :

Lk (ta + (l - t)x; a(X, X0)) s S Lk (x; X, X0),

which is independent of 7.
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Remarks. It follows that conewise homogeneity is surely a necessary condition

for unknotting an embedding as described above. The remainder of this section is

devoted to showing that it is sufficient.

Note that for each xeJf, d(f(ta + (l-t)x);f(aX)) = d(ta + (l-t)x;aX)=l

+ d(x; X) for 0< t< 1 and hence if (Q,f(aX)) is locally unknotted at every point

of f(aX)—f(X), then/is conewise homogenous.

Since every triangulation of a cone has a conical subdivision [Z; Lemma 2.1],

we can triangulate and subdivide an embedding/: aX ^ Q to obtain the simplicial

situation:

/: yaK^J a simplicial embedding with yaK a conical subdivision of aK and

yK= K. We will call such an embedding/: yaK -> J a conical simplicial embedding.

We will need some properties of and notation about conical subdivisions which

we now describe:

On a cone aX, there is a canonical projection 7t: aX—a -*■ X given by

7r(lfl + (l -l)x) = x

for !# 1. This map is a "standard mistake" and is not p.l.; however, to say that

yaK is a conical subdivision of aK is precisely to say that if A is a simplex of

yaK-a, then -rr(A-a) is a simplex of yK.

Let yaK be a conical subdivision with yK=K. Then for A eyaK—a we will

denote by -n-A the simplex -n(A — a) of K. For A e yaK—a, either dim A =dim -n-A,

in which case we call A horizontal, or dim A =dim nA + l, in which case we call A

vertical. If B e K, then yaB —yaB consists of precisely those simplices A such that

■n-A = B, and the simplices of Int yaB are those A such that ttA = B and A ̂  B.

If A is a horizontal simplex of yaB — yaB, then the component of aB— A which

contains a, has precisely one vertical simplex with A as a face. We will call this

simplex, the simplex above A. If A is a horizontal simplex of Int yaB, then the

component of aB— A which intersects K has precisely one vertical simplex with A

as a face. We will call this the simplex below A. Thus, if A e yaK—a the simplex

above A lies in Int ya(irA) and if A $ K then the simplex below A is also defined and

lies in Int ya(nrA).

Lemma 3. Let f: yaK^-J be a conical simplicial embedding. Then the following

are equivalent:

a. fis conewise homogenous.

b. If Be K, then d(f(x); J,f(aK)) is constant for x varying in Int aB.

c. If A e yaK-(a u K) and B is the simplex above or below A, then f A is a nice

faceoffBin(J,f(yaK)).

Proof. Clearly, c->b->a. We show that a^c. If x e Int ttA =ttB, then the

open cone line {ta + (l — t)x; 0<t< 1} intersects Int A and Int B. Since/is CH,

d(f(y) ; J, f(aK)) is constant for y along this line, so fA is a nice face offB.
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Theorem 4. Let f: aX -> Q be a conewise homogenous embedding. Let V be a

regular neighborhood offlaX) mod flX) in Q. Then there exists a homeomorphism

h: V -> aV rel V such that hf=f where f is defined to be a* (f\ X).

Proof. We will inductively assume the theorem for dim A'<« and prove it for

dim A'=«.

Triangulate to obtain /: yaK-^Ja conical simplicial embedding. There is a

canonical simplicial collapse (yaK\K) \ a, obtained by ordering the simplices of

K in descending order of dimension {Dj} and for each D¡, in order, collapse

yaD \ yaD by removing in pairs a horizontal simplex and the vertical simplex

above it. This is clearly relative to K. The image of this collapse under/is a collapse :

f(yaK)=Lk, Lk'\...,L° =f(a), with Li + 1=Li + Ai + Bi with F¡ = b'A1 and F" n V

= biAi and/-1/!' horizontal in yaK and f'1Bi the vertical simplex above it.

First we assume the following:

Assertion. Let (V, V¿, {V}}) be a regular neighborhood of V mod V n f(K)

in (J,f(aK),{f(aDj)}). Then there exists a homeomorphism «¡: (V\ V¿, {Vf})

-*■ (Vo, F0°, {Vf}), taking boundary to boundary.

All the work and in particular, the inductive application of Theorem 4, is con-

tained in the proof of the assertion.

From the assertion, there exists

hk: (V,f(aK), {flaDj)}) -*. St (ö; (VJ, vf(yaK), {vflyaDj)}))

taking (V,f(K), {flDjj}) to the corresponding link family. Thus we can define:

g = (a * (hk\ V)^)hk: (V,f(aK), {flaDj)}) -> a * (V,f(K), {f(Dj)})

rel V. ¡Sow gff'1 is a homeomorphism of a *f(K) with itself rel/(F) and mapping

a * f(Dj) to itself for all y". Since V can be triangulated with f(K) as a subcomplex

(e.g. map V to Ñ(f(aK) —f(K) ; r¡fJ) rel f(K) where r¡fJ is a derived of y mod/(yaF)),

a F can be triangulated with aflK) as a subcomplex. The homeomorphism of

af(K) u V given by gff'1 on a/(F) and the identity on V maps each simplex of

such a triangulation to itself and so extends to a homeomorphism of a F by induc-

tion up the dimension of the remaining simplices. Call this extension g: a(V,f(K))

->a(V,f(K)) rel V. Let

h = g'1g: V^aV

rel F, then «/=/.

This reduces the proof of the theorem to a proof of the above assertion. Clearly,

it suffices to prove the following:

Assertion'. There exists a homeomorphism k¡, for each i,

ki-.(Vi + 1, F0 + 1,{F!+1})^(FS V¿,{V}})

and such that

kt(Vi + 1, V'o+1,{VY1}) = (V\ n,{v$).
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This assertion is seen to be just a "family" version of Theorem III.8. Thus, the

proof will completely parallel that one, but with the difficulty, as will be seen,

appearing at an unexpected point.

By the uniqueness theorem for regular neighborhoods, [C; Addendum 3.3] it

suffices to construct such a k¡, for any choice of F< + 1 and any choice of V\

Now Li + 1=L' + A + B with B=bA, V n B=bA and/_15 the vertical simplex

above the horizontal simplex f~1A. As in Theorem III.8, there are two cases:

A efK or A$fK.

Case (1) A efK. This corresponds to case (2) of the proof of Theorem III.8.

There it is directly proved that there exist deriveds r¡aAJ and r¡aAJ agreeing outside

St° (B, J) and a homeomorphism:

k:N(V + iV f(K)-f(K); Wa(J, f(yaK))) -> N(V u f(K)-f(K); ijaA(J, f(yaK)))

taking boundary pairs to boundary pairs. The naturality of the construction is

such that if Dj e St° (f~ XA ; K) then

k(N(V + 1 UfK-fK; voJbaD,))) = A(L¡ u fK-fK; voAf(yaD,))

and similarly for the boundaries. For in St° (B;f(yaD,)) where the two neighbor-

hoods differ, both are parametrized by the same/?: St (B) -> A3 as before.

Finally, if D,-e K- St° (f~ yA ; K), then 17 and 77 are the same on f(yaD,),

Li + 1 nf(aDj) = Lt nf(aD¡) and k on its domain intersect/(a Z>y) is the identity.

Thus, if we let ( V + \ V0+\ {V)+ '}) = N(V +1 vfK-fK ; VaA(J,f(yaK), {AyaD,)}))

and (V, V0i,{V;}) = N(Liv fK-fK; ijaA(J,f(yaK), {AyaD,)})), then the k con-

structed as above following the proof of Theorem III.8 is the required k,.

Case (2) A $fK. This corresponds to case (1) of Theorem III.8, or more precisely

to case (1) of the proof of Theorem III.6. There it is shown directly, that there

exist deriveds -qaAJ and jjaj (where aJ=abaaAJ) agreeing outside of St° (B; J) and

such that:

\N(Li-DnfK;rtaA(J,f(yaK)))\ = \N((V + xbA)-V nfK; ija(J, f(yaK)))\.

As before, naturality of the construction, will imply that for Z), e St° (nf~1A; K),

\N(D-VnfK;r,aAf(yaD^)\ = \N((V + xbA)-V nfK;i,af(yaD,))\.

For DjeK-St°(rf~iA;K) this is clear because Ü n f(aD¡) = (Ü + xbÄ)

C\f(aD¡) and the two subdivisions off(yaD¡) are the same, as f(yaD,) n St° (B, J)

= 0 in this case.

Thus, if we let (V\ V¿, {V}}) = N(V-V nfK; r¡oA(J, f(yaK), {/(yaZ),)})).

Then, this is also a regular neighborhood of V+xbA mod V nfK in (J,f(aK),

{/(«A)})-
From this stage to the end of the proof of Theorem III.6 is a simple little applica-

tion of Corollary 11.15 to push xbA out to iirelZJ. This is, of course, the rub

because if we just apply Corollary 11.15 as before the resulting homeomorphism
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may mess up the cone structure i.e. it may not map the flaDj) into themselves.

What we need is the following strengthening of Corollary 11.15 to this situation:

Map. There exists a homeomorphism

m : (J, flaK), {flaD,)}) -> (/, flaK), {flaD,)})

such that m|F' = identity and m(B) = xbA.

Assuming the existence of m, define (Vi + 1, V0 + 1, {V¿+1}) = m'1(Vi, V¿,{Vj})

and let k' = m\ Vt + 1. Since k' is the restriction of a homeomorphism of the ambient

spaces, it takes boundary into boundary.

Instead of proving Map, we prove the following sharpening of Lemma II. 14b

from which Map follows using the proof of Corollary 11.15:

Map'. Let r)BJ be a first derived mod B, then there exists a homeomorphism

<p: Lk (A ; Vb(J, flyaK))) -+(b+x) Lk (F; Vb(J, flyaK)))

such that

1. <j>|b *Lk (B;r¡BJ) = identity.

2. ForFESt°(7r/-M;F)

¿(Lk (A;r]BflyaD))) = (b + x) Lk (B; r,Bf(yaD)).

Condition 2 is precisely what is required to insure that if m is defined using <f>

as in the proof of Corollary 11.15, m(f(aDjj)=f(aDj) for all Df e K. We only have

to worry about D e St° (-rrf~1A; K) because m will be the identity on the other

flaDj)'s.
We prove Map' in a sequence of claims:

Claim A. There exists a homeomorphism

4>0: Lk (A ; Vb(J, flyaK))) ^(b + x) Lk (F; Vb(J, flyaK)))

with (/>o\b * Lk (B; -nBJ) = identity.

Proof. By the assumption of conewise homogeneity, Lemma 3 implies that A

is a nice face of F in (J, flyaK)). So we can apply Lemma II. 14b.

Notation. For convenience, we will use A, B and b to denote f~1A,f~1B and

/_1/3, also, and allow context to determine whether it lies in the domain or range.

Also, we let r¡ByaK he the derived mod B (i.e. f~1B) of yaK, such that/: r¡ByaK

-> TjBf(yaK) is simplicial.

Claim B. There exists a homeomorphism

$: Lk (A ; r,ByaK) -^(b + x) Lk (B; VByaK)

such that:

1. cj> | b * Lk (F; r¡ByaK) = identity.

2. ^(Lk (A; r¡ByaD)) = (b + x) Lk (B; r)ByaD) for D e St° (ttA; K).
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Proof. Let C=ttA. Then since AelntaC and dim A = dim C=dim aC— 1,

Lk (A ; r¡ByaC) is two points. One of them is b and call the other x. Then define

<f>.x(b + x) = b + x and this defines

¿_j: Lk (A;VByaC) -+(b + x) Lk (B; r,ByaC).

Let 5"'= C * Lk (C; K)w and S"1 = C. We define inductively

¿: Lk (A; ^yaS') -+(b + x) Lk (B; ^yaS1)

with & the identity on b * Lk (B; r¡ByaS') and satisfying 2 for any D e St° (C; 5f),

i.e. for any D of dimension g dim C+/+1.

As we have defined <J>_X above, we will assume that ^i_! is defined and construct

fa to extend it.
Let DeS^S'-1, i.e. D = CE with dim E=i. We want to define

fa : Lk (A ; 7,ByaD) -* (b + x) Lk (B; VByaD)

to extend the identity on b Lk (B; r¡ByaD) and fa_x on Lk (A ; -qBya * CF). Doing

this for each Ee Lk (C, Zi)(i)-Lk (C; tf)«"1' defines the required fa.

Let 7 = dim ,4 = dim C, then rjByaC * (E, Ê) is an Z+7 + 2 ball-and-face pair.

A and Z? are interior j and /+ 1 simplices of rjByaCÉ. So Lk (/4 ; -qByaC * (£, ZÍ))

and (b + x) Lk (5; t]ByaC(E, Ê)) are /+1 ball-and-boundary pairs.

On the other hand, b Lk (B; i¡ByaCE) is an i+ 1 ball contained in each of these

and meeting each boundary in b Lk (B; r¡ByaCÉ), a face.

Hence, by the Alexander-Newman theorem, we can define fa on Lk (A ; r]ByaCE)

to extend fa_x + identity on Lk (A; -qByaCÈ) + b Lk (B; 7¡ByaCE).

This defines cí¡ by induction and we define <f> = fa for ¡ = dim Lk (C; K).

Claim C. faff-^x Lk (B; r¡ByaK) is CH, where

toß-1: x Lk (£; r,ByaK) -> (¿> + x) Lk (Ä; t,sZ).

Proof. Since the definition of conewise homogeneity is an invariant under

homeomorphism of the range, it suffices to show that

ß-x : x Lk (B; VByaK) ̂ Lk(A; VbJ)

is CH. If y e x Lk (B; rjByaK) then

d(ß-\y); Lk(A;VBJ),ff-ixLk(B;VByaK)) = d(f<f-\y); Lk(A;lB(J;YaK)))

= ¿(ft-\y); J, f(aK))-aim A-1

with the last equality from Lemma 11.19.

Thus, it suffices to show that d(fif~1(y); J,f(aK)) is constant as y varies along

a cone-line: {tx+(l-t)yx : 0<t< 1} with yx e Lk (B; r¡ByaK).

There is a unique F>eSt°(C;Zv) with yxe\ntaD. Let D = CE and y = tx +

(l-t)yx with 0<I<1. Then by condition 2 on fa ^~1(y)eLk(A;rlByaCE)

- Lk (A ; r¡ByaCE). From this it follows that f ~ \y) eaD-aí) = aCE- aCÈ- aCE,
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and since A is an interior simplex, Lk (A ; -qByaK) n K contains at most b and so

^-l{y)BltítaD.

Thus, for all 0</<l, c]>-1(tx+(l-t)y1) elntaD, so the result follows from

Lemma 3.

Map'. The required <f> exists.

Proof, ¿0/¿"_1 on b * Lk (B; r¡ByaK) is just b */|Lk (B) and hence has the image

b * Lk (B; riBflyaK)). So ¿0/¿_1 maps the pair (x * Lk (F; r¡ByaK), Lk (F; T]ByaK))

homeomorphically onto (x * Lk (B; r¡BfyaK), Lk (B; r¡BfyaK)), and by C, it is

CH regarded as an embedding into (b+x) Lk (F; t]BJ).

Clearly, x * Lk (B; r¡BJ) is a regular neighborhood of

x Lk (F; -oJyaK) mod Lk (F; 7,B/yaF)

in (b + x) Lk (F; ^B/), with boundary Lk (B; rjBJ).

By an inductive application of Theorem 4, there exists a homeomorphism

«: x * Lk (F; r¡BJ) -> x * Lk (F; tjs/)

rel Lk (F; t?b/) such that, h<p0fcl-1 = x * (f\Lk (B; T]ByaK)).

Extend « over b * Lk (F; iyBy) by the identity and call the extension h±.

Define <f> = h1<p0.

Clearly, <j>\b * Lk (B; r¡BJ) is the identity

h(x * Lk (B; r,BfyaK)) = x * Lk (B; VBfyaK)

and so ¿(Lk (4; r?B/yaF)) = (6 + x) Lk (F; r¡BfyaK).

Finally, ¿(/|Lk 0O) = ((/)+x) * (/|Lk (B)))<f> and hence for D e St° (C; F):

¿(Lk (A;VBfyaD)) = ¿/(Lk (^; waF)) = ((b + x) *f)(b + x) *Lk(B; waZ>)

= (/j + x)*Lk(F;7?B/yû7J>).

Thus, ¿ is the required homeomorphism.

This completes the proof of Map' and hence the theorem.

From Theorem 4, we obtain several corollaries about unknotting cone pairs.

Call an embedding/: aX^bYa proper embedding iff'1(Y) = X.

Definition 5. We call a proper embedding /: aX-> bY unknotted if there

exists a homeomorphism «: bY -> bY rel F such that «/=/=cone/|Ar.

Corollary 6. Let f:aX' -> è y be a proper embedding, then f is unknotted iff

1. fis conewise homogenous, and

2. (bY\Y)w\ f(aX)inbY.

Proof. Lemma 2 implies that 1 is necessary and iff is unknotted then the pair

(bY,f(aX))^b * (Y,f(X)) and the conewise collapse of b Y to bflX) is rel y and

weakly homogenous in bY and induces under the homeomorphism a similar

collapse toflaX).
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Since bY is a regular neighborhood of b Y mod F in bY, Theorem III.8 implies

that there exists a homeomorphism

k:(bY, Y)^(V,V)

relflaX), where Fis a regular neighborhood offlaX) mod flX) in bY.

By Theorem 4, there is a homeomorphism h1: V ->è V rel F such that h1f=f

Let h = (b*(k\Y)~1)h1k.

Corollary 7. Fe?/: aA"-^- bY be a proper embedding with (bY,f(aX)) locally

unknotted at every point offlaX)-f(X). Then fis unknotted iff (bY\ Y\ Ul\ flaX)

inbY.

Proof. Since the local unknottedness condition implies/is CH, this is clear from

Corollary 6.

Corollary 8. Let a(X, X0) be a cone pair and h: aX0 -*■ aX0 a homeomorphism

rel A'o. Then « can be covered by a homeomorphism 77: aA'-^aA'rel X, iff regarded

as an embedding of aX0 -*■ aX, h is conewise homogenous.

Proof. h = inclusion aX0<^aX so 77: aA'^aA'rel X extends « iff 77" * unknots

the embedding h: aXQ -+aX. Since (aX\X) w\ aX0 in aX, « unknots iff it is

conewise homogenous by Corollary 6.

Remarks. If/0=/i: aX -> b Yare proper unknotted embeddings with/0|A'=/1|A'

then /„ is ambient isotopic to / rel Y. For if «0, h1: bY^ bY rel Y unknot the

two embeddings, then «oAf1 is ambient isotopic to the identity rel Y.

Note that if f:cX0 = cX0 rel A'o u c(X0 n Y), where A'o, Y<X, is conewise

homogenous, regarded as an embedding of cA'0 into cA", then so is/u identity:

c(A'0 u y) = eA'0 Ucf^- cA'0 Ucf, which gives a relative form of Corollary 8.

V. Codimension three unknotting criteria. In this section we apply the sunny

collapsing lemma of Stallings-Zeeman-Lickorish-Hudson to obtain much stronger

theorems on unknotting cones in what may be called the codimension ä 3 situation.

Definition 1. A pair (A', A"0) is called a codimension ä3 pair if it satisfies the

condition, for all /

dim A'o n I'(X) á 7-3.

This notion is singled out because we will repeatedly use the fact that it is

inductive, i.e.

Lemma 2. Let (K, K0) be a codimension ä 3 pair of complexes and A e K0. Then

the pair Lk (A ; K, K0) is a codimension S: 3 pair.

Proof. Let dim A=j. By Corollary 11.18

Lk (A ; Ko) n 7'(Lk (A ; K)) = Lk(A; K0) n Lk (A ; 7i + i + 1(F))

= Lk (A ; K0 rMi + * + 1(K)).

dimF0n7f + i + 1(F) S (/+y+l)-3.
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SodimLk(^;Ä-0nZi+' + 1(7O)^(/+7+l-3)-(7+l) = /-3.

We will also need the following technical remark, which we will dignify as a

lemma because we use it repeatedly:

Lemma 3. Consider a pair (X, X0) and an embedding g: (f0 + t'1)A'o -> (f0 + t'1)A'

such that

1. g\v0* X0 is the inclusion.

2. g\vx * A'o maps vx * X0 into vx * X and is a proper unknotted embedding of

cones.

Then there exists G: (ti0 + t'1)A'-> (v0 + vx)X rel t>0 * Xsuch that Gg = inclusion.

Proof. If H: vx * X-> vx * X unknots g\vx * X0 then let G = H on vx * X and

identify on v0 * X.

Now we state the main theorem of this section:

Theorem 4. Let (X, X0) be a compact codimension 2:3 pair and f: aX0 —► aX

a proper embedding with f\X0 = inclusion. Assume that for all i, f~1(aF(X)) =

a * (A'o n F(X)) andf(a) e a * S(X). Then the embedding is unknotted.

Remarks. The fact that A'o < X is a merely formal restriction for convenience.

To apply this theorem to a proper embedding/: aA'o -> aX, just identify A'o with

/A"« by/and/withfa*(f\X0)-\
The assumption f(a) e a * S(X) can be included in the first assumption if we

recall our convention that I~1(X) = {0} if X is not a suspension and assume that

a * (A'o n F(X)) = a if AT0 and F(X) are disjoint.

We begin by examining the condition put on the embedding:

Lemma 5. Lei /: aA'o ~> aX be a proper embedding. Then the following are

equivalent:

a. f-\a * Zi(A')) = a * (f\Xo)-\F(X)) andf(a) ea* S(X).

b. For all xeaX0- X0, d(f(x);aX) = d(f(x); aX).

c. For all x e aX0 — X0, f(x)~f(x) in aX.

d. d(a; aX) = d(f(a); aX) and ifx=ta + (l — t)xx, withO<t< 1 and xx e X0, then

d(f(x);aX) = d(f(xx);X)+l.

Note that iff\X0 is an inclusion, then/is an inclusion.

Proof, a -> c. If x = a, this is clear. If x e aX0-(X0 u a) then x=ta + (l — t)xx

for xx e A'o and 0<!< 1. Let xxx be the path along this cone line from x to xx.

If x £ a * (/| A'o)- \F(X)-F-\X)), thenf(xxx) +fi(x5cx x) (addition and inverse of

paths) is a path joining/(x) to/(x) in aF(X) — aF~1(X) which is an / manifold

with boundary F — F'1. The path meets the boundary at one point/(xj) and so

can be pushed off the boundary rel the end points by local collaring.

c ~> b. Clear.

b -> a. f~1(a * F) = a * (f\X0)~1(I>) and b implies the left side equals/" \a * F).

Explicitly at the vertex we have d(f(a); X) = d(a; X) = dim S(X) +1. Points of
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aX— (aS(X) u X) have higher intrinsic dimension and so since fla) $ X (f is a

proper embedding) fla) e aS(X).

b 5= d. d(flx);aX) = d(f(Xl);X)+l.

Now we begin the proof of Theorem 4. There are essentially two parts to the

proof. There is a collapsing statement proved using the sunny collapsing lemma,

and then an inductive argument.

Lemma 6. Let (X, X0) andf: aX0 -*■ aX satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4 and

in addition, assume that (X, X0)cl(aX,flaXo)) is locally collared. Then (aA'|A')

w\ flaXo) in aX.

Proof. The local collaring assumption implies that there is a homeomorphism

« : (aX, flaXo)) -> (aX, f(aX0)) u (XjXo) (X x!,X0x I)

such that h(x) = (x, 1) for x £ X (see Theorem IV.2).

So it suffices to show that

(aX\J XxI\Xx\)w\ f(aX0)v X0xl   inaATu Afx7.

We begin by the obvious cylindrical collapse:

(aXv XxI\Xxl)w\ aXv X0xl   inaXuXxI

given by (A'x7|A'xl)\ XxO u X0xlin Xxl.

So now, by excision, it suffices to show that aX „\ f(aX0) in aX u Xx I. So we

will prove

aI\X) \ fla * (A'o n F(X))) u uV-\X).

Since ali(X) = aXr\Ii + \aXvj Xxl) and flaX0) <~\ aIi(X)=f(a(X0 n F(X)))

by hypothesis, Lemma III.10 will then imply that aXh\ f(aX0) in aA'u A'x7.

To prove aF \ f(a(X0 n 7')) u ai1'1, we will require two sublemmas:

Sublemma A (Sunny collapsing). Let XQ<X<M with M a compact manifold.

Assume M \ X0, X \ X0 and dim M- dim X- X0 ä 3. Then M \ X.

Proof. See [H; Theorem 5.2].

Sublemma B (Marshall Cohen). Let X \ X0 and F0 be a regular neighborhood

of X0 in X. Then X\V0 and X- Int F0 \ F0.

Proof. By uniqueness of regular neighborhoods it suffices to prove it for any F0.

So triangulate with F0 full to obtain F V K0 and let V0 = N(K0; t¡K). It suffices to

prove C(K0; r¡K) \ Ñ(K0; r¡K).

If the simplicial collapse FV K0 is given by removing pairs of simplices:

(An, Bn),..., (A0, B0) with Ai<Bu then a geometrical collapse C(K0;r¡K)\

Ñ(K0;r¡K) is given by removing ball pairs: (Jn, Bn),..., (A0, B0) defined by

J, = C(Ai n F0 ; r,Aj) and Ft = C(Bt n K0 ; r¡Bj).
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To prove aF \ f(a(X0 n F)) u aP'1: By collapsing conewise al' \ a/'"1, or

in the lowest dimensional case aS(X) \ f(a).

Also, by hypothesis/(a(A'o n F)) n aP~1=f(a(X0 n F'1)). Hence, by excision,

f(a(X0 n F)) u aF~1\ aF'1, or in the lowest dimensional case, f(a(X0 n S(X)))

\ f(a). Let Q = aP or aS(X), F=f(a(X0 n F)) u aV~x or f(a(X0 n S(X))) and

F0 = aP~1, or f(a). Then ß \ F0 and F\ F0 and we wish to show that ß \ F.

Note that (ß, F0) is a relative manifold and the codimension è 3 assumption states

precisely that F-F0 has codimension at least 3 in Q — F0.

Let (V, V0) he a regular neighborhood of F0 in (Q, F). Let ß= Q — Int F and

F=(F-Int F0)u F and F0=F. By Sublemma B, ß \ F0 and by Sublemma B

and excision F\ F0. Now ß is a compact manifold and F-Fq^F-Fq has co-

dimension at least three so sunny collapsing implies that ß \ F. So by excision

ß \ F u V.

Now by [C; Proposition 7.10], F is a regular neighborhood of F0 mod F0 in ß

so V\ Vo and hence by excision Fu V\ F.

Thus, ß \ Fu V\ F, as required, and we have for all /

aZ'N/^AonZ'XJUaZ'-1.

Proof of Theorem 4. We assume inductively that the theorem is true for dim X < n

and prove it for dim A'=n. The proof is in two parts: CH:/is conewise homogenous

and LC: (X, X0)c:(aX,f(aXo)) is locally collared. Lemma 6 and Corollary IV.6

then imply that/is unknotted.

Triangulate to obtain f:yaK0->ßaK a conical simplicial embedding with

ßK=K. /|Zí"o = inclusion of K0 into K. Let i: aK0^aK be inclusion =/. Our

assumptions are: (K, K0) is a codimension è 3 situation and

f-\aP(K)) = a(F(K) n K0).

CH:/is conewise homogenous.

Proof. By Lemma IV.3 it suffices to consider A and B = bA such that/"M is a

horizontal simplex and f~xB is a vertical simplex above or below it, both in

yaK0 - (a u A'o), and prove that A is a nice face of B in (ßaK, f(yaK0)). We shall do

this by showing that the link pair of A is a suspension of the link pair of B. This

we shall do in a sequence of claims.

Notation. Let r¡ByaK0 and f]BßaK he deriveds mod f~1B and B respectively

such that/: r¡ByaK0 ->■ t]BßaK is simplicial.

Also, let C=TTf-1A = irf-1BeKo.

Claim A. There exists a homeomorphism

</-: Lk (A ; r)BßaK) -> (b + x) Lk (B; r,BßaK) rel b * Lk (B; VBßaK).

Proof. By Lemma 5, f(a)~i(a)~i(b)~f(b) in aK where a and b are interior

points off_1A and f~lB respectively. Hence, A is a nice face of B in aK and the

claim comes from Lemma II.14b.
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Claim B. There exists a homeomorphism

¿: Lk (A;VBf(yaKQ)) -> (b + x) Lk (B; VBf(yaK0))

rel b * Lk (B; r?B/(yaF0)) and such that if D e St° (C; K0) then

¿(Lk (A-^^yaD))) = (b + x) Lk (F; r¡Bf(yaD)).

Proof. This is essentially Claim B of the proof of Theorem IV.4. If ¿ is defined

as it is there then ¿ = ((b + x) * f)<ff~1.

Claim C. ¿¿_1|xLk(F; -<nBflyaKo)) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4,

regarded as embedding

x Lk (B; VBf(yaK0)) -> x Lk (B; VBßaK).

Proof. First, we show that Lk (B; t)BßaK, r)Bf(yaK0)) is a codimension ^3 pair.

As in Lemma 2, we have

Lk (F; VBf(yaK0)) n 7<(Lk (F; VBßaK)) = Lk (B; VBf(yaK0) n Ii + ̂ \VBßaK)).

Since F £ F0, this equals, in turn

Lk (B; Cl (VBf(yaK0) n 7i + > + 1(W*«F)-F)).

So it suffices to know that dim/(aF0) n Ii + ¡ + 1(aK)-K<í(i+j+1)-3. But

/(aFo) n Ii + i + 1(aK)-K=f(aKo) n aIi + i(K)-K and by hypothesis on / this is

f(a(K0 n It + '(K))) which has dimension ^i+j-2 as required.

Next, if j e x Lk (F; -nBf(yaK0)) — Lk (F; r)Bf(yaK0)) we invoke Lemma 5 and

prove

d(H-\y); x Lk (F; t^F)) = ¿(7; x Lk (F; r?BjSaF)).

These equal, respectively, the intrinsic dimension of ¿¿_1(v) and j> in

(/j + x)Lk(5;7?B/8i7F).

If j does not equal x, then v = tx + (1 - ?)>>! with 0 < / < 1 and

y, e Lk (B; VBflyaKo)).

Clearly j>~ y1 in (/3 + x) Lk (F; -nußaK).

There  exists  a  unique   D e St° (C; F0)  with y1 e Int Lk (B; -qBf(yaD)),  and

jielntaT).  Since y e xLk(B;-qBf(yaD))-xLk(B;rlBflyaD)), it follows that

¿^OOelnt/taF).

Hence, d(yx; aK) = d(çk~1(y); aK) and hence by Lemma 11.19,

d(yi; Lk (A;r,BßaK)) = d(<p-\y); Lk (A;VBßaK)).

So

d(H-\y); (b + x) Lk (F; ^jfatf)) = ¿(>>i; (/j + x) Lk (F; ^jSatf)),

which completes the proof when yj=x since yx~y.
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As for x, <p'\x) e Lk (A; r¡Bf(yaC)) which consists of b and this point. At any

rate A is a nice face of A<f> ~ *(x) in r)BßaK since they are both interior to r¡Bf(yaC).

Hence, c¿-1(x) e S(Lk (A; rjBßaK)) and so

U-\x) e S((b + x) Lk (B; r,BßaK)) = (b + x)S(Lk (B, r,BßaK)).

So #-'(x) e xS(Lk (B; T]BßaK)).

Claim D. Lk (A ; VB(ßaK, f(yaK0)))^ S Lk (B; VB(ßaK, f(yaK0))).

Proof. Consider the embedding:

H>~x: (b + x) Lk (B; VBf(yaK0)) ->(6+x) Lk (B; r,BßaK).

By Claim C and an application of the inductive assumption on Theorem 4, this

embedding satisfies the requirements of Lemma 3. Thus,

((b + x) Lk (B; VBßaK), ̂ -\b + x) Lk (B; VBf(yaK0)))

^(b + x) Lk (B; VBßaK, VBf(ßaKo)),

and the first pair is homeomorphic, by </> to

Lk (A ; rjBßaK, r¡Bf(yaK0)),

which proves Claim D and hence completes the proof of CH.

LC: (Á", K0)^(aK,f(aK0)) is locally collared.

Proof. Given a point y of K0 we have to show that Lk (y; aK,f(aK0)) =

c Lk (y; K, K0). Clearly, by going to a subdivision if necessary, we can assume that

y=v is a vertex of K0.

Notation. Let 77y£7ZC0 and rjßaK he deriveds such that /: 77/0^0 -*■ "qßaK is

simplicial.

Claim A. There exists a homeomorphism

0: Lk (t>; 77jSaZf) -^ x Lk (v; r¡K) rel Lk (v; r¡K).

Proof. This is because K<=aK is locally collared.

Claim B. There exists a homeomorphism

<f>: Lk (v; 7¡f(yaK0)) ->iLk(ti; tjK0) rel Lk (v; 7]K0)

and such that if D e St° (v; K0):

<j>(Lk (v; vf(yaD))) = x Lk (v; VD).

Proof. Pseudo-radial projection gives a homeomorphism

cS: Lk (v; -t]yaK0) -> Lk (v; aK0) = a Lk (v; K0)

such that for D e St° (v; K0):

ç4(Lk (v; TjyaD)) = Lk (v; aD).
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So let ¿ = (x */|Lk (v; VyaK0))(x * ¿|Lk (v; Fq))"^/""1-

Claim C. ¿¿_1 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.

Proof. Lk (v; r¡K, r¡K0) is a codimension à 3 pair by Lemma 2.

Now we check the intrinsic skeleton condition.

First,   on   the   vertex   x.   ¿(¿¿-1(x); x Lk (v; ■nK)) = d(<f>~1(x); Lk (v; -r)ßaK))

= ¿(¿"1(x); aK)-\ by Corollary 11.19. Now by Claim B, ¿"1(x) = Lk (v; vflyav))

and so 4>~1(x)=f(ta + (l —t)v) for some 0<?< 1. Hence, by Lemma 5d applied to

/ ¿(¿^(x); aK) = d(v; K)+\. Note that d(v; K) clearly equals ¿(x; x Lk (t>; r¡K)).

So we have

d(<l4-\x); x Lk (v; VK)) = ¿(x; x Lk (v; i)K)).

Now let j = /x + (l — OFi with 0</< 1 and j^ g Lk (v; t]K0). We will show that

d(U-\y); x Lk (v; VK)) = d(yi; Lk (v; ijF))+l.

By Corollary 11.19 again, it suffices to show

d(<p-1(y);aK) = d(y1;K)+l.

However, if yx e Int Lk (v; r¡D) for 7J> g St° (y ; F0) then by Claim B, <f>-\y)

g IntflaD). But by Lemma 5b d(<p-\y); aK) = d(f-1<f>'l(y); aK). Since/" V_10)
e Int aD, clearly ¿(/" x¿ " x( jO ; aK) = ¿( vx ; F) +1.

Thus, ¿¿_1 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4, by Lemma 5d.

Claim D. Lk (v; -qßaK, r¡f(yaK0)) = c Lk (v; -nK, r)K0).

Proof. Let h: xLk(v;-qK)^¡~ xLk(v;r}K) rel Lk(v;-qK) unknot ¿¿"\ by an

inductive application of Theorem 4. Then «¿|Lk(t>; ^/(yaF0)) = ¿ and so «¿ is

the required homeomorphism of pairs.

This completes the proof of LC and hence completes the induction for Theorem 4.

The most important corollaries of Theorem 4 are local unknottedness criteria

in the codimension ^ 3 situation.

Definition 7. We will say that a complex pair (F, F0) preserves intrinsic skeleta

if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions:

a. For x, y e K0, x~y in K0 implies x~y in K.

b. For A < B in F0, then A is a nice face of F in K0 implies A is a nice face of B

in F.

c. For ^ a simplex of K0, S(Lk (A ; K0)) <= S(Lk (A ; K)).

Proof of equivalence, a i^ b because x~y in F0 implies there exists a sequence

A0, ■ ■., An with x g Int yl0, y g Int /!„ and ^ a nice face of yíí+1 or Ai+1 a nice

face of At for each /.

b ^+ c by Corollary II. 17a.

Remark. Part a of the above definition is obviously p.l. invariant. So we will

say a polyhedral pair (X, X0) preserves intrinsic skeleta if any triangulation of

(A-, A'o) does.
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Theorem 8. Let (X, X0) be a codimension 2:3 pair. If(X, X0) preserves intrinsic

skeleta, then (X, X0) is locally unknotted.

Note that preserving intrinsic skeleta is much weaker, in general, than local

unknottedness. See Theorem 11.23. In particular, if A'is a manifold and A'o < X— dX,

then (A", A'o) clearly preserves intrinsic skeleta.

Proof. Let (K, K0) triangulate the pair (A", A'o). To show that (A', A"0) is locally

unknotted it suffices, by Theorem 11.23, to show that A is a nice face of B in K0

implies A is a nice face of B in (K, K0). Clearly, it suffices to show this where

dim B=dim A + l, i.e. B=bA. So we will show that in this case

Lk (A ; K, K0) S S Lk (B; K, K0).

Since (K, K0) preserves intrinsic skeleta, A is a nice face of B in K. Hence, by

Lemma IL 14b, there exist, for 77^ a derived mod B, homeomorphisms

<f>: Lk (A ; r,BK0) -+{b + x) Lk (B; r,BK0) rel b Lk (B; r,BK0).

</.: Lk (A;r¡BK) -^(b + x) Lk (B; -r,BK) rel b Lk (B; VbK).

By Lemma 3, it suffices to prove that i/icA"1 is an unknotted embedding. To do

this it suffices to show that 4"?'1 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4, embedding

x Lk (B; r]BK0) in x Lk (B; r¡BK).

Lk (B; t]B(K, K0)) is a codimension 2:3 pair by Lemma 2.

Lk (A; r)B(K, K0)) preserves intrinsic skeleta by Corollary II.12b. Hence, so does

((b + x) Lk (B; VbK), W-\b + x) Lk (B; r,BK0)).

<f>-\x)e S(Lk (A; t¡bK0))<= 5(Lk (A ; r)BK)) by part c of Definition 7. Hence,

#_1(*) e S((b + x) Lk (B; VbK)) n x Lk (B; VbK) = xS(Lk (B; VbK)).

Finally, if y=tx + (l-t)yx with 0<I<1 and yx e Lk (B; r¡BKo). Then, clearly,

y~yx in (b + x)Lk(B;-nBK) and in (b + x) Lk (B; r¡BK0). The latter implies that

>('<l>'1y~</)<l>'1yx=yx in <p<p~1(b + x) Lk (B; r¡BK0) and since the pair

((b + x) Lk (B; r,BK), U-\b + x) Lk (B; VbK0))

preserves intrinsic skeleta, it follows that *l»f>~1y~yx in (b + x) Lk (B; r¡BK). Hence

d(y; x Lk (B; VbK)) = d(y; (b + x) Lk (B; VbK))

= d(>W-\y);(b + x)Lk(B;VBK))

= d(W-\y);xLk(B;r)BK)).

Thus, by Lemma 5, </><£"1 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4 and the proof is

complete.

As immediate corollaries we have the Lickorish unknotting theorems [L] :

Corollary 9. a. Fei /: aX -^-aS be a proper embedding of a cone into a ball

with dim A'^dim S—3, then fis unknotted.
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b. Let (X, A'o) be a polyhedral pair with X a manifold without boundary and

dim A'o á dim X— 3, then (X, A"0) is locally unknotted.

Proof, a follows from Theorem 4 and b from Theorem 8.

VI. Covering isotopies. The Hudson-Zeeman approach to covering isotopies,

which we generalize, is based on a close examination of collaring phenomena.

So we begin with a theorem listing equivalents of collaring for pairs.

Definition 1. An inclusion (A', A'o) < ( Y, Y0) of polyhedral pairs is called collared

if there exists an embedding h: (X, X0)xI~^(Y, Y0) with h~1Y0 = X0xI, n0 = the

inclusion A"-> Fand H(XxI) is a neighborhood of A"in Y.

The inclusion is called locally collared if for each point x e A"0 there is a neigh-

borhood A of x in F such that (N n X, N n X0)<(N, N n Y0) is collared and for

each point x e X— X0 there is a neighborhood A of x in F such that A n X< N

is collared.

The following theorem is a straightforward generalization to pairs of [C;

Proposition 4.2].

Note that the equivalence of a and d was used in the proof of Theorem V.4.

Theorem 2. For an inclusion of complex pairs: i:(K, K0)c:(J,Jo) with K0 =

J0 n K, and Kfull in J, the following are equivalent:

a. There exists a homeomorphism

h:(J,J0)KJ(K,Ko)xI^(J,Jo)

(where in the union xe K is identified with (x, 0) e K x I) such that hx: ZC -> J is the

inclusion,

h. i is collared.

c. i is locally collared.

d. For x e K0, Lk (x; /, J0)~ c Lk (x; K, K0) rel Lk (x; K) and for x e K-K0,

Lk (x; J)zc Lk (x; K) rel Lk (x; K).

e. For A e K0, Lk (A ; J, J0)?c Lk (A ; K, K0) rel Lk (A ; K) and for A e K- K0,

Lk (A; J)^c Lk (A; K) rel Lk (A; K).

f. Let t)J be a derived of J and for A e K let C(A;J) = Ñ(D(A; K); D(A; J))

= C(D(A;K);D(A;J)) and C(A;J) = Ñ(Í)(A; K); D(A;J)) and similarly for

Ae K0 define C(A ; J0) and C(A ; J0). By convention, for A e K— K0, let C(A ; J0)

= C(A;Jo)=0.
Then there exists a homeomorphism

g: N(K; r,(J, J0)) -> (K, K0) x I rel K

and such that:

1. g(D(A ; J, Jo)) = D(A ; K, K0) x I for AeK.

2. g(C(A ; J, Jo)) = D(A ; K, K0) x 1 for AeK.

Proof, a -> b -*■ c -> d are clear, d -> e is a straightforward restatement of

Cohen's argument in the proof of [C; Proposition 4.2] for pairs, f -> a is simply a
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matter of pulling the external collar into (/, J0) by shrinking the internal collar

given by/

The proof that e -» f is also an easy restatement of the corresponding portion of

[C; Proposition 4.2] for pairs, but because its argument is crucial to our later proofs,

we will outline it.

The first step is to obtain for each A e K a homeomorphism

¿„ : C(A ; J, J0) -+ cC(A ; J, J0) rel C(A ; J).

Using the canonical isomorphism

D(A ; J, Jo) -> v Lk (A ; J, J0)

which takes, by naturality, D(A ; K, K0) -*■ -n Lk (A ; K, F0), we get from e a homeo-

morphism D(A;J,Jo)^cD(A;K,Ko) which takes N(D(A; K); D(A;J,J0)) to a

regular neighborhood of D(A ; K, K0) in its cone pair. Uniqueness of regular

neighborhoods and their complements gives the homeomorphism <j>A, exhibiting

C(A ; J, J0) as the cone on C(A ; J, J0), the boundary pair.

We decompose N(K;r¡J,r¡Jo) in a "complex" of cone pairs indexed by the

simplices of K, namely:

N(K; VJ, vJo) = \J{D(A;J,Jo):AeK}v(J{C(A;J,Jo):AeK}

with D(A ; J, J0) = r¡(A) * D(A ; J, J0) and C(A ;J,J0) = cC(A;J,Jo). Furthermore,

D(A ; J, J0) = \J{D(B; J,J0) = A<BeK}u C(A ; J, J0)

and

C(A ; J, Jo) = U {C(B; J,J0): A < Be K).

Furthermore, distinct cone-pairs intersect in the intersection of the base pairs.

Similarly, we can decompose

(K,K0)xI= \J{D(A;K, K0)xl : A e K} u (J {D(A; K, K0)x 1 : A e K}.

D(A ; K, K0) x 1 =(r¡(A), i) * D(A ; K, K0) x 1 and by the Alexander trick there is an

isomorphism D(A ; K, K0) x 7^(-q(A), 0) * (D(A ; K, K0) x I u D(A ;K,K0)xl) which

is the identity mapping D(A ; K, KQ) x 0 to (71(A), 0) * D(A ; K, K0) x 0.

We associate the "complexes" by a map y : y(D(A ; /, J0)) = D(A ; K, K0) x I and

y(C(A;J,Jo)) = D(A;K,K0)xl. y clearly preserves incidences and so we can

construct a homeomorphism, g, of polyhedral pairs which is carried by y and

extends the identity mapping (K, K0) -> (K, K0) x 0. Just go by induction up an

ordering of the cone pairs of the domain by increasing dimension and at each stage

extend g by coning.

We now prove the key lemma, sharpening Theorem 2, and crucial to the covering

isotopy theorem.
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Lemma 3. Let F: Xxl^ Yxl be an embedding with F 1(Yx>0) = XxO a«¿

satisfying:

a. (yxO, F(A"xO))<(yx7, F(A'x7)) is locally collared.

b. For every x e X, d(F(x, t); Yxl, F(X x I)) is constant for 0 < 7 < 1.

Then there exists a regular neighborhood V(X) of X in Xx I, regular neighborhoods

V( Y) and F0( Y) of Yin Yx I, and collaring homeomorphisms g: Xx I -> F(X) rel X

= XxO,   G:YxI^V(Y)  and  G0: Yx /-> V0(Y) rel F= FxO  such   that  the

following diagram commutes:

Yxl

G* '

Yxl

Yxl

]g0

Yxl

Note. The importance of this lemma is to collar F(Xx 7) and Fo(A") x 7 in Yxl

and induce the same collaring of Xxl.

Proof. By identifying X with F0(X) by F0 and identifying F: Xxl^ Yxl with

F(F0 x 7)"1 : FQ(X) xl^- Yxl, we can assume that X< Y and F0 is the inclusion.

Then by triangulating and subdividing to make the diagram simplicial,

proj                  inc                             F u inc
FxO^—'— Yxl<-A-X7U FxO-> Yxl

we obtain the simplicial situation of a complex pair (J, K) and a simplicial map

F: a(K x I) -> ß(J x I) with a(K x 7) a subcomplex of a(J x I) which is a cylindrical

subdivision. Furthermore, we can assume a(FxO) = FxO = F and a(7x0)=7x0

= ß(JxO)=J. Our assumptions on F become

1. (J x 0, K x 0) < (J x I, F(K x I)) is locally collared.

2. For x e K, d(F(x, t);Jx I, F(KxI)) is constant for 0<7<1. This clearly

implies, since a(KxI) is cylindrical with a(Kx0) = Kx0, that for A e K, d(F(y);

Jxl, F(Kx I)) is constant for y e Int Ax I.

Now let (V(J),V(K)) = N(JxO;r,ß(JxI),-nfla(KxI))) and (V0(J), V0(K))

= N(JxO;r¡a(JxI),r¡a(KxI)) where rjßjxl and r¡ajxl are deriveds chosen so

that F: ^aF x 7 -» rjßj x I is simplicial.

Following Theorem 2f we will construct homeomorphisms G:(J, K)xI->

(V(J),V(K)) and G0: (J, K)x I-> (V0(J), V0(K)) rel 7=7x0, and such that

L7|Fx7=F(Go|Fx7). If we then define g=G0\KxI we will be done.
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We decompose (VQ(J), V0(K)) into a cone pair complex, as in the proof of

Theorem 2, consisting of pairs

{C(A;aJxI, aKxI) : AeJ}   and   {D(A; ajxl, aKxI) : A eJ}.

Similarly, decompose (V(J),V(K)) into {C(A; ßJx I, F(aKx I)) : A eJ} and

{D(A;ßJxI,F(aKxI)) : AeJ} and (J,K)xI into {D(A;J, K)x 1 : AeJ} and

{D(A;J,K)xI : AeJ}.

We first reduce the proof to the following technical assertion:

Assertion. For AeK there exist homeomorphisms

<j>°A: C(A;aJxI, aKx Z) -> cC(A; aJxI, aKxI) rel C,

<f>A : C(A ;ßJxI, F(aK x I)) -> cC(A ;ßJxI, F(aK x I)) rel C,

such that (c * F(<p°A \ C(A ; aK x I)) = (</>A \ C(A ; F(aK x I)))F.

Note that since the dual cells are defined in terms of -qßjxl and rjajxl and

F: r¡aK x I -> -qßj x I is simplicial, the restriction of F maps

(C(A; aKx I), C(A; aKx I))

to (C(A; F(aKxI)), C(A; F(aKxI))) by a simplicial isomorphism.

Now for A eJ—K there exist homeomorphisms

4>A: C(A;aJxI)-> cC(A;ajxl) rel C,

<AA: C(A ; ßj x I)^cC(A; ßj x I) rel C.

Define G: (J, K)xI->(V(J), V(K)) and G0: (J, K) x I -> (V0(J), V0(K)) to be

carried respectively by y and y0, where y(D(A ;J,K)xI) = D(A ; ßjxl, F(aKx I))

and y0(D(A;J,K)xI) = D(A;aJxI,aKxI);

y(D(A;J,K)xl) = C(A;ßJxI, F(aKxI))

and

y0(D(A ; J, K) x 1) = C(A ; aJx I, aKx I).

Using <f>A and cf>A we define the conical extensions over the C(A)'s.

Thus, if G: D(A;J,K)xl->C(A;ßJxI,F(aKxI)) and G0 : D(A ; J, K) x 1

-*■ C(A; ajxl, aKx I) are defined so that G = FGQ on the intersection with Kx I

then define G and G0 on D(A ;J,K)xl by <j>A \cG) and <pA ' 1(cG0) respectively.

Since F on D(A ;J,K)xlis the cone of F on D(A ; J, K), we have, on D(A ; K) x 1,

FG0 = F^a^cGo = <f>A~1cFcG0,

tlHFGo) = <pâ'cG = G.

\íG:D(A;J,K)xl\J D(A ;J,K)xl^D(A; ßJx I, F(aKxI)) and

G0: D(A;J, K)xl u D(A;J, K)xl -> D(A; ajx I, aKx I)

are defined so that G = FG0, then the extension by coning using the Alexander

trick also satisfies G = FG0 on Kxl.
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Thus, the proof is reduced to the assertion that the compatible <f>A and ¿° for

AeK exist.

Claim A. There exists a homeomorphism ¿ : Lk (A ; aJ x I) -> c Lk (A ; J)

rel Lk (A ; J) such that for F g Lk (A ; J), ¿(Lk (A ; a(A *B)x I)) = cB.

Proof. As in the proof of Claim B of the proof of Theorem IV.4, we define

S' = A*Lk(A; J)(t) and define ¿': Lk (A; aS' x I) -» c Lk (A; /)<». Starting with

/= — 1, S~1 = A, Lk (A; aS'1 x 7) = one point which is mapped to c.

Assume ¿i_1 is defined and, for F and /-simplex of Lk(A;J), define

i/j1 : Lk (A; a(A*B)x I) ^cB

to extend the identity on F and ¿i_1 mapping Lk (A; a(A * B)x 1)^- cB. This is

just a question of extending a homeomorphism of the boundaries of two balls to

the balls.

The induction completed, let ¿ = ¿¡ for / = dim Lk (A ; J).

Claim B. There exists a homeomorphism ¿° : C(A ; a/x 7) -> cC(A ;ajxl) rel C

such that, for F g St° L4 ;/), <f>°C(A ; aD x I) = cC(A ; aF x 7). In particular,

cp°C(A ;aKxI) = cC(A ; aK x I).

Proof. Using ¿ as defined in Claim A, and using the canonical isomorphism

j: D(A ; ajx I) -> -q Lk (A ; ajx I) we obtain a homeomorphism

D(A ;aJxI)-> cD(A ; J) rel D(A ; J)

which takes N(D(A ; J); D(A ;<xjxl), {D(A ; aDj x I)}) to a regular neighborhood

of D(A ; J) in (cD(A ; J), {cD(A ; Dj)}) where {D,) is the set of simplices in St° (A ; /).

Uniqueness of regular neighborhood families and their complements, applied to

D(A ; J) in the cone family, gives the required homeomorphism.

Claim C. F¿° " ' : cC(A ; aKx I) -> D(A ;ßJxI) is CH.

Proof. For yeC(A; F(aK x I)) - C(A ; F(aK x I)).

d(y; D(A ; ßjx I), C(A ; F(aKxI))) = d(y; D(A ;ßJxI, F(aKx I)))

= d(y;JxI,F(KxI))-dimA-l
by Lemma 11.19. Since

F¿° " \C(A ;aKxI)- C(A ; aK x I)) = C(A ; F(aK x I)) - C(A ; F(aK x I)),

it follows that for x g C(A; aKx I) it suffices to prove that

¿(F¿° " \tc + (1 - 7)x) ;JxI,F(Kx I))

is constant for 0 < / < 1.

There is a unique D e St° (A ; K) such that x g C(A ;aDxI)- C(A ;aDxI).By

Claim B, ¿°"1(7c + (l-/)x)GC(^;aFx7)-C(/4;a£)x7)forallO<7<l.

C(yí;aFx7)-C(^;a7Jx7) c IntFx7.

Hence,

¿(F¿° " \tc + ( 1 - 7)x) ; J x I, F(K x I))

is constant for 0<7< 1, by the intrinsic skeleton assumption on F.
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Proof of the Assertion. Since (J x I, F(K x I)) is locally collared, C(A ;ßjxl)isa

regular neighborhood of C(A; F(aKx I)) mod C(A; F(aKxI)) in D(A;ßJxI).

For by the proof of Theorem 2 C(A;ßJxI, F(ßKxI)) is homeomorphic to the

cone pair on C(A ; ßJx I, F(aKx I)) and is the complement of a regular neighbor-

hood pair in D(A; ßJx I) and hence is locally collared on the outside. So we can

apply Theorem III.lie or the stellar neighborhood theorem to get this regular

neighborhood fact.

Theorem IV.4 now implies that there exists a homeomorphism

fa. C(A;ßJxI)-+cC(A;ßJxI)

rel C and such that

W1 = (Fei0-1) = cF.

So let <f>A = <t> and <f>A = <t>°.

With Lemma 3 taken care of, the proof of the covering isotopy follows from a

sequence of arguments taken directly from Hudson-Zeeman.

Lemma 4. Lei (X, X0) be a polyhedral pair ande: X x [0, e] -> X x I an embedding

with c"1(A'x 0)= A'x 0 and c\X0x [0, e] level-preserving. Then there exists 0< S <e

and h: XxI-> Xxl a homeomorphism, with he level-preserving on A"x[0, 8] and

h ambient isotopic to the identity rel Xx I u c(A'0 x [0, e]).

Proof. Triangulate and subdivide so that c : a K x [0, e] -> ßK x Z is simplicial

and ZC0 is a subcomplex of K0 covering A"0.

Let e > 8 > 0 be chosen so that no vertex of aK x [0, e] or K x I has level 0 < t :§ 8,

and such that c(Kx [0, S]) n A'x 1 = 0.

Let 77«Ax [0, e] be a derived with -qAelnt A n Ax S if Int A n Ax 8# 0. Let

rjoßKxI be a derived such that c : r¡aK x [0, e] -> rj0ßK x I is simplicial and let

T]XßKxI agree with -r)0ßKxI except for

c(N(Kx 0; «Ax [0, *]))- c(K0 x [0, e] U Kx 0)

and on these simplices, let rjx(A) e Int A n Kx 8. Note that if

AecN(Kox0;a(Kox[0,e]))-Kx0,r¡x(A) = r¡0(A)eKxS

since c is level preserving on A0 x [0, »].

Let h: 7j0ßKxI-^7jxßKxI be defined by h(r)0A) = r¡xA.

Remark. Note that if Xx < X and then n can be assumed a homeomorphism of

pairs (A'x Z, c(Xx x [0, e])).

We now cover an isotopy locally :

Lemma 5. Given X, Y compact polyhedra let F: Xxl^ Yxl be an isotopy

satisfying :

1. (FxO, F0(A')x0)<=(FxZ, F(XxI)) is locally collared.

2. For every xeX, d(F(x, t); Yxl, F(XxI)) is constantfor0<t<\.
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Then, there exists e > 0 and a homeomorphism « : Yx [0, e] —> Yx [0, e] rel FxO

and level-preserving such that: h(FQ x [0, e]) = F| A'x [0, el.

Proof. Choose compatible collarings g, G0 and G by Lemma 3. By compactness,

we can choose S>0 so that Yx [0, S]c7j0(yx7).

Define «0: yx[0, 8]->yx7 by GGôx\ Yx [0, 8]. «0| yxO = identity and by

compatibility, h0\F0(X)x[0, 8] = F(Fox[0, o])'1, and, in particular, is level-

preserving on Fo(A') x [0, 8].

By Lemma 4, there exists 0< 8' < 8 and«!: yx7-> yx7rel YxO u F(Xx[0, 8])

and «i«o = « is level-preserving on yx [0, 8'].

Now h(Yx8')<= Yxb" but might be proper, we note that h(Yx[0, 8']) is a

neighborhood of yxO and hence, by compactness, there exists 0<e^S' with

Yx [0, e]<=h(Yx [0, 8']). So «| Yx [0, e] being level-preserving, is a homeomorph-

ism.

Definition 6 (following Rourke [R]). We call an isotopy F: XxI-> Yxl

locally collared if for every subinterval J of I, (Yxj, F(XxJ))^(YxJ, F(XxJ))

is locally collared, or equivalently (Yxt, F(Xxt))<=(Yx[t, I], F(Xx[t, I])) is

locally collared for all 0^?< 1 and (Yx t, F(Xx t))<=(Yx [0,7], F(A"x [0, /])) is

locally collared for all 0 < 7 ̂  1.

Theorem 7. Let F: Xx I -> Yxl be an isotopy, with X compact. Then a necessary

and sufficient condition that F can be covered by an ambient isotopy of Y is that

1. F be locally collared, and,

2. for every xeX, d(F(x, /); yx 7, F(Xx I)) is constant for 0< 7< 1.

Proof. Necessity is clear. To prove sufficiency, we lift the compactness argument

from Hudson-Zeeman, assuming Y is compact also.

Let 7 g 7, then by Lemma 5, applied in both directions, there exists a subinterval

Jt with 7 g Int/ Jt and a homeomorphism

«(/): Fx/-> YxJt

with h(t) level-preserving and h(t)(Ft xJt) = F\XxJt.

By compactness of 7, there exists a sequence 0 = s0<i1< • • • <sn=l such that

for each /= 1,..., «, there exists 7¡ and /=/, with [í¡_i, jf]<= Int;/, let [0, i0]=/0-

Inductively, we define 77(/): Yx [0, sj\~> Yx [0, st] rel yx 0 and level-preserving

homeomorphisms, such that H(i)(F0x [0, st]) = F\Xx [0, sj\. Let H(0) = h(0).

77(/) = H(i-1)   on Yx [0, st_x]

= «(^(«('iVx x [¿i-i, Si]Y\H(i- FVj x [j,.a, í¡])   on Fx [*,_!, jj.

Let H=H(ri): YxI-> yx7rel yxO. This is the required ambient isotopy.

In the case that Y is not compact, we let y* = a regular neighborhood of

projyF(A'x7) and let X* = X u boundary of the regular neighborhood. Let

F* = F on Xx 7 and the identity on the boundary. If 77* is the ambient isotopy of

y*, let 77 extend 77* by the identity on the rest of Yx I.
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We outline a related theorem of Rourke [R] :

Definition 8. If F: XxI-> Yxl is an isotopy and G: Yxl^ Yxl is an

ambient isotopy, we shall say that G covers the track of F, if G(F0(X)) = F^A").

Theorem 9 [R]. Let F: JfxZ-> Yxl be an isotopy with X and Y compact. Then

a necessary and sufficient condition that the track of F can be covered by an ambient

isotopy is that F be locally collared.

Proof. Necessity is again clear and for sufficiency it suffices to cover the track

of F\Xx [0, e] for some e, as the result then follows by a compactness argument

identical with Theorem 7.

By local collaring, there is a homeomorphism

G: (YxI, F0(X) xI)^(YxI, F(Xx I)) rel Fx 0.

By Lemma 4 and the remark thereafter, there exists a homeomorphism

h: (Yxl, F(XxI))~+(YxI,F(XxI))rel YxO

and a 1 > S > 0, with G* = hG level-preserving on Fx [0, 8], and so there exists

0<e^S such that G*(Yx [0, e])=Yx [0, e] and G*(Fo(A-)x [0, e]) = F(A-x [0, e]).

Then G*\ Yx [0, e] is the required local covering.

Remark. As in Theorem 7, it is possible to get rid of the assumption that Y is

compact.

Corollary 10. Let (X, X0) be a polyhedral pair with X0 compact, and let

F: A'o x Z—*■ A'o x Z be an ambient isotopy of X0. Then F can be covered by an ambient

isotopy of X iffF(F(X, X0) x I) = F(X, X0) x I.

Proof. Again necessity is clear. For sufficiency, note that F is obviously locally

collared (regarded as an isotopy in A"), and in the presence of local collaring,

d(F(x, t); Xxl, F(X0 x I)) = d(F(x, t);Xxt, F(X0 x t))+1, which is in this case

d(Ft(x) ; X, A'o) +1 which is constant for 0 ̂  t ̂  1 by hypothesis.

Corollary 11. Let X be a compact polyhedron, and F: F(X) x/^ F(X)xI be

an ambient isotopy of F(X). Then F can be covered by an ambient isotopy of X iff

F(F(X) x I) = F(X) x I for alljúl

Proof. Corollary 10 and Corollary 11.21 imply the result.

Corollary 12. Let X0, Y<X be polyhedra with X0 compact, and F: X0xl

-> A'o x Z an ambient isotopy of X0 rel A'o n Y. If F can be covered by an ambient

isotopy of X, then there exists an ambient isotopy of X rel Y covering F.

Proof. Assume X compact. Define F: (A'o u Y)xl^ (X0 u Y) xI to be F on

A'o xZ and the identity on Yxl.

d(Ft(x); X, X0 u Y) = d(x; X,X0vY)   for all x e X0 u Y and 0 ^ t ^ 1.
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This is clear for x g F and for x e X0—Y,

d(Ft(x); X, X0 u F) = ¿(F((x); X, X0) = d(x; X, X0) = ¿(x; X, X0 u F).

So F can be covered by an ambient isotopy by Corollary 10.

Now we want to introduce local unknottedness conditions instead of the ambient

intrinsic dimension conditions.

Definition 13. Call a locally collared isotopy F: XxI-> Yx I, with A1 compact,

locally unknotted if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions.

1. (F, Fo(A')) is locally unknotted.

2. (Yx I, F(Xx I)) is locally unknotted at all points F(x, ?), 0< t< 1.

Proof of the equivalence. Since, by Rourke's theorem, Theorem 9, the track of

F can be covered by an ambient isotopy of Y (or a regular neighborhood of

projy F(XxI) if y is not compact), it follows that (Y, F0(X))^(Y, Ft(X)) for all t.

Now ¿(F(x, 7); YxI,F(XxI)) = d(Ft(x); Y,Ft(X))+l by local collaring and

similarly ¿(F(x, /) ; F(X x I)) = d(Ft(x) ; Ft(X)) +1, for all 0 < 7 < 1.

Thus, (Y, Fo(X)) is locally unknotted iff (Y, Ft(X)) is locally unknotted for all

0 < 7 < 1 iff ( Yx I, F(XxI)) is locally unknotted at every point F(x, 7) with xe X

and 0<7< 1.

Remark. Note that if Xy< X0< Xare polyhedra with (X, X0) locally unknotted

at every point of A'o — Xx and F: A'o x 7 -»■ A'o x 7 is an ambient isotopy of A'o rel Xu

then F regarded as an isotopy A"0 x 7 -> X x I satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 7.

In particular, we have

Corollary 14. Let F: A'x7-> yx7 be a locally unknotted isotopy, then F can

be covered by an ambient isotopy of Y.

Proof. ¿(F(x, 7) ; F(Xx 7)) is constant for 0 < 7 < 1 and hence part 2 of Definition

13 and Theorem 7 imply the result.

Corollary 15. Let F: Xxl -> Yxl be an isotopy with X compact and ( Y, F0(X))

locally unknotted. Then if the track of F can be covered by an ambient isotopy of Y,

F itself can be covered by an ambient isotopy of Y.

Proof. Theorem 9 and Corollary 14.

Our notion of locally unknotted isotopy reduces to the usual one in the case of

manifolds. We leave to the reader the proof:

Let F: A'x7-> yx7 be an isotopy with X, Y manifolds and X compact and

such that F~1(8YxI) = 8XxI. Then the following are equivalent:

1. F is locally unknotted.

2. For every subinterval J of I, (YxJ, F(Xx J)) and ((8 Y) x J, F((8X) x J)) are

locally unknotted.

3. For every subinterval J of 7, (YxJ,F(XxJ)) and (YxJ,F(XxJ)) are

locally unknotted.

To obtain the codimension ä 3 isotopy theorem, we use Lickorish's device of

converting concordance problems to cone problems by glueing cones on top.
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Theorem 16. Let F: XxI-> Yxl be an isotopy with X compact and (Y, F0(X))

a codimension 2:3 pair. Then F can be covered by an ambient isotopy iff

F-1(F(Y)xI) = Fo-^I^Y^xI.

Proof. Necessity is clear and for sufficiency, we prove that in such a situation,

(FxO, F(JTxO))<(FxZ, F(A" xZ)) is locally collared and d(F(x, t); Yxl, F(XxI))

is constant for 0< t< 1.

By applying this result to Fs, defined by Fs(x, I) = F(x, min (t+s, 1)) and F~s,

defined by F~$(x, t)=F(x, max (s—t, 0)) gives local collaring. Note that by

hypotheses F~ \F( Y)xl) = F0~J (F( Y)) x I so in particular, F0~ \F( Y)) = F~ \I\ Y))

and hence, (Y, FS(X)) is a codimension 2:3 pair and Fs and F"s satisfy the assump-

tions of the theorem.

As usual, identify X with F0(X) and F with F(F0 x/)_1 and we will assume that

X < Y and F compact. Triangulate ( Y, X) and subdivide so that F:aKxI^ßJxI

is simplicial with aKx I cylindrical. Let <*AxO = Aand ßJxO=J. Let aKx l=Kx

and ßJx 1 =JX. Extend F to

F:aKxIU cKx-^ßJxlKJ cJx

by coning F\KX: Kx ->/i. We can construct homeomorphisms

fa: aAxZu cKx -> cKrel K,

<f>ß: ßjxlu cJx -*■ cJrelJ,

and such that for A e K (resp. AeJ)

fa(A x Z u c(Ax 1)) = cA (resp. fa(A x/u c(Ax 1)) = cA).

Just order the simplices of A (or./) in increasing order of dimension and construct

<Pa (or <Pb) inductively.

Let G:cK~> cJ=<t>„Ffc1.
We wish to apply Theorem V.4 to G. We already know that (J, K) is a co-

dimension 2; 3 pair.

<f,¡\cP(J)) = P(J)xIvcP(Jx)

because F(J) is a subcomplex of/. So

F-HïWV)) = F-\F(J)xI) u cFrWi))

= F0-1(Zi(Z))xZucFr1(/i(A)).

Since F1-1(Zi(/1)) = F0-1(Zi(Z)), and Fö^V)) is a subcomplex of K, it follows

that

G-\cF(J)) = faF-^j\cF(J)) = cFö\IV))-

Hence, Theorem V.4 applies to G.

We immediately obtain the local collaring result from Theorem V.4. And from

Corollary IV.6 we have that G is conewise homogenous.
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If x g F, then x e Int A for a unique A e K. If ex is the cone line segment in cK,

then Int ¿¿"1cxclnt A x7u cA by hypothesis on ¿a, and cp-^-cx joins c to x.

Since Fx7 is a cylindrical triangulation, every simplex of Inta^lx7 separates

Int^x7u cA, with x in the closure of the "bottom" component and c in the

closure of the "top" component. It follows that Int¿„ 1cx meets the interior of

every simplex of a A x I— 8a A x I.

From this, and the fact that G is CH, we get that d(F(y);JxI, F(KxI)) =

d(F(y) ;7x/u cJu F(K x 7 u cKx)), for yeKxI-Kxl,is constant for y e Int A x I.

In particular,

d(F(x,t);JxI,F(KxI))

is constant for 0 < 7 < 1.

This proves the case where F is compact. The extension to the noncompact case

is identical to the extension at the end of the proof of Theorem 7.

As a corollary, we have the following unpublished result of Hudson :

Corollary 17. Fe7 F: Xxl^- Yxl be an isotopy with Y an n-manifold and X

compact such that

1. F-1(8Fx7) = Fo"1(Sy)x7,

2. n-dim Af^3,

3. n-dimFô\8Y)^4.

Then F can be covered by an ambient isotopy.

VII. Extending triangulations. For a polyhedral pair (X, X0) if k0: K0^ X0

is a triangulation of A'o, then we will say that k : K -> X extends (K0 ; k0) if the

induced map

Ko K

Ko—^Xo^ X^K

is simplicial. In this section we will generalize Armstrong's results [A2] about

extending triangulations from manifold pairs to polyhedral pairs.

Lemma 1. For a compact polyhedral pair (X, X0) any triangulation (K0; k0) has an

iterated derived subdivision which extends to a triangulation of X.

Proof. If (K; k) is any triangulation of X, then we can subdivide so that

aF0 -> A'oc X <- ßK is simplicial. There is a further subdivision yaK0 which is an

iterated derived r¡wK0, [Z; Lemma 4] or [H; Corollary 1.6]. We can extend y over

ßK to obtain a subdivision hßK so that (oßK; k) extends 0/r)Fo; k0).

Theorem 2. Fe7 (A', A'o) be a compact polyhedral pair and let (K0 ; k0) be a

triangulation of X0. (K0; k0) extends to a triangulation of X iff kö1Ii(X, X0) is a

subcomplex of K0for all i.

Proof. Necessity is clear.

By Lemma 1, there exists some iterated derived subdivision of K0 which will

extend. Since a derived subdivision is obtained by a number of stellar subdivisions,
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to prove sufficiency we use induction on the number of stellar subdivisions and

reduce the proof to that of the theorem with the additional assumption that

(ctA"0 ; &o) extends to a triangulation of X, where o-A0 is the subdivision obtained by

starring A"0 at A.

Let k: A-> X be a triangulation extending k0: oK0 -> A'o. Let s: aK0 -* K be

the simplicial embedding, k~1k0. We assume that io-A0 is full in K, by deriving

mod soK0 if necessary.

Let u=s(oA) where oA is the vertex in Int A introduced by a, and let v be a

vertex of sA. Note that the hypothesis on the triangulation A0 implies that

d(x; A, sK0) is constant for x in the interior of s A so that m is a nice face of uv in

(K, soKo).

By deriving mod soK0 again if necessary, we can assume that v Lk (uv; A) is a

regular neighborhood of v Lk (uv; soK0) mod Lk (uv; soK0) in Lk (u; A). Under

this assumption, clearly, v Lk (uv; A, soK0) is a regular neighborhood of

v Lk (uv; saK0) mod Lk (uv; saK0)

in Lk (u; K, saK0). If C e Lk («i?; jo-A0) then uC is a nice face of uvC in (A, saK0)

(since both i/C and uvC are images of simplices interior to a simplex of A0). Hence,

by Corollary 11.17, C is a nice face of vC in Lk («; A, sctA0). Hence, the collapse

(v Lk (uv; saK0)\Lk(uv; saK0))\ v conewise is homogenous in Lk (u, K, soK0).

It follows from Theorem III.6 that v Lk (uv; A, so-A0) is a regular neighborhood of

v in Lk («; A", jaA0).

By Lemma II. 14a, there exists a homeomorphism

<j>: Lk (h; A, jo-A0) S (u + x) Lk (mu; A, saA0).

Since u Lk (uv; K, saK0) is a regular neighborhood of v in Lk (u; K, saK0), we

can assume that <f> is the identity on v Lk (uv; A), using the method of proof of

Lemma II. 14b.

If P is the pair Lk (u; A, so-A0)-St0 (v; A), then

<t>(P) = x Lk (mi?; A, jctAq) rel Lk (mi?; K, saK0).

By coning, this extends to a homeomorphism

St (u; A, 50-A0) S u(v + x) Lk (mi;; A, jctA"0)

rel uv Lk (mu; A) = St (uv; A). Now homeomorph m(u+x)^ux rel (v+x) and join,

to get a homeomorphism

ci: St (m; A", so-A0) s ux Lk (uv; K, saK0)

rel v Lk (mu; A). Note that <f>(P) = <f>(P)=x Lk (mu; A, soK0).

What ci really is, is best illustrated by looking at A"0.

St (A; A0) = A Lk (/Í; A"0) = v0B Lk (^; A)
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and

a St (A ; Ko) = u0A Lk (A ; K0) = u0(v0B+B) Lk (A ; K) £ u0(v0 + x)B Lk (A ; K0)

(where su0 = u, sv0 = v). Thus,

Lk (u; soKo)-St° (v; saK0) = s(B Lk (A ; K)).

At this point, we are motivated, having read Armstrong's paper, to introduce

the complex

Fi = (F-St° (u; K)) u v * (Lk (u; F)-St° (v; K)),

where the intersection of the two terms is

Lk (u; K) = (Lk («; F)-St° (v; K))Uv* Lk (uv; K).

We will define a homeomorphism g: K^ Kx such that (K1 ; kg'1) is a triangula-

tion of X extending (K0 ; k0).

Begin by letting g|F-St° (u; F) = identity. So we must define g over St (u; K).

First, on St (u; soK0)=s(v0B Lk (A; K0)) define g to be the composite:

St (u; saKo)-► v0B Lk (A ; K0)-^ t<Lk (u; soK0)-St (v; saK0)).

Note that this extends the identity on Lk (u; soK0) = (Lk («; jctF0) —St° (r; soK0))

U r* Lk (mi;; saK0), on the latter term because s is simplicial and hence = v * s.

Lety: vx Lk (mi?; j<xF0) -*■ vx Lk («r; s^Fo) be the embedding (v * ¿)g(¿")-1. This

is a homeomorphism rel v Lk (wu; îctF0) u x Lk (uv; soK0).

Assuming for a moment that j is conewise homogenous, regarded as an em-

bedding into vx Lk (uv; K), then y can be covered by a homeomorphism

J: vx Lk (uv; K) -> vx Lk (wt;; F) rel (v + x) Lk (z/t>; F)

by Corollary IV.8 and the remarks at the end of §IV.

So letting g = (v * ¿)"V¿ on St (u; K) extends the previous definitions of g and

(K; kg'1) extends (F0; £0) because (%"1)"1^o=^ is simplicial on F0.

Thus, it suffices to show that regarded as an embedding j: vx Lk (uv; saK0)

-> vx Lk (uv; saK) is conewise homogenous (with respect to either cone structure).

It suffices to show thaty'"1, regarded as an embedding is CH.y'"1 = ¿g"1(t; * ¿)-1.

If we use the y-cone structure then since ¿ is a homeomorphism and (v * ¿) "x

= v * (¿_1) is a cone map, it suffices to show that

g-1 : i>(Lk (u; soK0) - St° (v; soK0)) ->St(u; K)

is CH and since (f*i)"1 = t;*i"1isa cone map, that

s: v0B Lk (A;K0)-> St (u; K)

is CH. This is clear because every open cone-line of v0B Lk (A ; K0) lies in the

interior of a simplex of K0 and by hypothesis ¿(x; K, sK0) is constant on Int jC

for C e F0.
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Thus, j is CH and the theorem is proved.

Corollary 3. For a compact polyhedral pair (X, X0) the following are equivalent:

a. (A", A'o) is locally unknotted.

b. Every ambient isotopy of X0 extends to an ambient isotopy of X.

c. Every triangulation of X0 extends to a triangulation of X.

Proof, a -> b. Corollary VI.

a—> c. F(X, Xo) = F(X0) which is a subcomplex of any triangulation of A'o.

b -> a. b gives immediately the fact that x~y in A'o implies x~>> in (X, X0).

Apply Theorem 11.23.

c -> a. If d(x; X0) = i then A"0 can be triangulated with x in the interior of an

/-simplex. By c the same is true of (A", A'o) and hence d(x; X) = d(x; X, X0).

Actually, the following more general corollary is true. We leave the verification

to the reader:

Corollary 3'. Let Y < X0< X be compact polyhedra. The following are equivalent:

a. (A', A'o) is locally unknotted at every point of X0— Y.

h. Every ambient isotopy of X0 rel Y, extends to an ambient isotopy of X.

c. Z/(A0, L; h) is a triangulation of(X0, Y) then if(L; h\L) extends to a triangula-

tion of(X, A'o), then (A0; h) extends to a triangulation of X.

Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 answer some questions raised at the end of [A2]

and have been stated in some form by Zeeman.

VIII. Homogenous homotopy and general position theorems.

Definition 1. Call a homotopy F: X x I -> Y homogenous if for every xe X,

d(F(x, t); Y) is constant for Oálá 1.

Thus, a homogenous homotopy of a map is a homotopy which preserves intrinsic

dimension in the image. Equivalently, F: Xxl^- Fis homogenous if for each /,

F-\F(Y)) = Fö\F(Y))xI.
We will consider in this section theorems about "improving" a map through

homogenous homotopy, i.e. minimizing self-intersection dimensions and making

maps nondegenerate.

Theorem 2. Let f: X^Y be a p.I. map with X compact and F: X0xl^ Y a

homogenous homotopy of f\X0, where X0<X. Then there exists a homogenous

homotopy G: XxI-> Y with G0 =/and G\X0xI=F.

Proof. Let /: X-^Bn be an embedding of X into Int 5" with «-dim Af= 3,

then Fxi: X0xl^ YxBnxI defined by Fxi'(x, t) = (F(x, t), i(x), t) is a homo-

genous isotopy with (Yx Bn, F0 x i(X0)) a codimension 2; 3 pair.

Hence, by Theorem VI. 16, it extends to an ambient isotopy H: YxBnxI

-» YxBnx I. Let G(x, i) = projr H(f(x), i(x), t).
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Note that the usual proof of the homotopy extension theorem, by finding a

retraction of Afx 7 to A'o x 7 u A'xO fails because the resulting homotopy fails to

be homogenous.

Our first application is to obtain a nondegeneracy theorem, using Theorem 2 to

go by induction up the intrinsic skeleta. The inductive step requires a sharpening

of the usual nondegeneracy theorem.

Lemma 3. Let (X, X0) and (M, Y) be compact polyhedral pairs and f: X ~> M

a p.l. map with f~1(Y)^X0, (M, Y) a relative n-manifold, f\Xo nondegenerate,

dim A"^«. Then there exists a homotopy F of frei X0 with F((X- X0) x I)<=M- Y

and Fi nondegenerate.

Proof. Triangulate to obtain:/: K^ Mn, simplicial, with K0 a full subcomplex

of F,/|F0 nondegenerate. F a full subcomplex of M with f~1L<K0, and (M, L) a

relative «-manifold.

Order the simplices of M—L in decreasing order of dimension Au ..., Ap. Let

r¡K and r¡M be deriveds such that / is simplicial. Define D(A;f)=f~1D(A; M)

and D(A;f)=f~1D(A; M) following Cohen.

D(A;f) is a subcomplex off'^A * D(A;f), with f\D(A;f) the restriction of

the join of/" x-qA -> r¡A with /: D(A ; f) -> D(A ; M).

We proceed by a double induction.

Define F(0): KxI-^Mto bef(vro]K).

Inductively, we define F(i) : K x I -» M to satisfy :

1. F(i)0 = F(i- l)j and F(i)\(\Ji<{ D(A,;f) u F0) x 7 is the restriction of

F(i- l)i(projK).

2. For all j, F(i)((D(Aj; f) - D(AS ; /)) x 7) <= D(A, ; M) - D(A, ; M).

3. F(i)1\D(Ai; f) is nondegenerate.

4. For ally>i, F(i)1 is the map D(A,;f) ->■ D(A,; M) defined by the restriction

of the join of/" V; ->■ ^ and F(i)1\D(A,;f): ̂ (A^f) -> 7J)L4;; M).
Assuming 7^(1),..., F(p) are defined then the composite homotopy F(l)+ ■ ■ •

+ F(p) is a homotopy of/(since (F(l)+ • • • + F(p))0 = F(l)0=f) to a nondegenerate

map (namely F(p)lt by 1 and 3) which is rel K0 (by 1) and maps (K-K0) x I into

M-L (by 2).

Now assuming F(/-l) is constructed, define F(i) on (Uj<¡ F(^¡;/) u K0)xl

u FxO by condition 1. Note that F(/—l)1 is nondegenerate on lj;<i D(At;f) u K0.

To define F(i) on D(A¡;f) x I note that F(i- 1^ on D(A¡;f) is the restriction of

the join of f~1r¡Ai ->r¡Ai with the nondegenerate map F(i—l)1:D(Ai;f)-^

D(A¡; M). D(A¡; M) is a ball of dimension «-dim At which is ^dim D(A¡;f)

= {J{D(B; K) : fB=A,}, since dim F^dim M, and dim Fädim /í¡ for all such

B. Hence, by standard general position on Euclidean space arguments, we can find

a homotopy F(i): ß(^;/)x/^ D(AX; M) rel D(A¡;f), mapping (D(A¡;f)-

D(A¡;f))xI into D(A¡; M)- D(Aí; M) and such that F(i)1 is nondegenerate on

D(Aùf).
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To define F(i) on D(A¡;f)xI for j>i proceed by induction up the sequence

Ai+X,..., Ap. Inductive assumption and condition 4 determine

F(i) x I: D(A,;f) x/u D(A,;f) x /-> D(A,; M)xlKJ D(A¡; M) x Z.

By following this by a homeomorphism to Á, with dim A = n-dim Af+l, and

subdividing to make the map simplicial, we can use linearity and the fact that

D(Aj-,f) is a subcomplex of f~1AJ * D(A¡;f) and F(/)0 and F(i)x are "cone

maps " to extend this to a map taking the rest of D(A¡ ; /) x Z to Int D(Aj ; M)xl.

Projecting to D(A¡; M) extends F(i) over D(A¡;f) x I to satisfy 2 and 4.

Theorem 4. Let f: X-+ Y be a map, nondegenerate on X0 < X, with Cl (A'- A'o)

compact and dim f~1(F(Y))^i, then f can be homogenously homotoped to a non-

degenerate map, rel A'o.

Proof. By replacing X by (X)B, X0 by (X0)B and F by a regular neighborhood of

f((X)R), if necessary, we can assume X, X0 and Y are compact. With this assump-

tion we proceed by induction up the intrinsic skeleta of Y. More precisely, let

mf = min{i : X—X0^f~1(F(Y))}. Assuming the result for maps/ with mf<n,

we prove it for m, = n.

By inductive hypothesis, we can homogenously homotope/|/" 1Zn_1(F) to a

nondegenerate map, rel A'o. By Theorem 2, this extends to a homogenous homotopy

rel A'o off to a map/nondegenerate on A'o u/-1^""1^)). (A-, A'o Vf-lI»-l(T))

and (In(Y), Z"-1^)) satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3, with/: A"-> In(Y), since

mf=n and the homotopy off to /was homogenous. Hence, by Lemma 3, we can

homotope rel A'o u /" 1ZB"\ Y) with X- X0 U/"*/"">( Y) kept in Zn( Y) -In" \ Y)

and go from/to a nondegenerate map, g. The composite homotopy f~f~ g is the

required homotopy off to a nondegenerate map.

We will say that two subspaces X and Fare in general position in a polyhedron

Q, if dim Xn F-Zi"1(ß)^dim A-+dim F-i, for all i.

To prove that we can ambient isotope subspaces to general position, we need the

analogue of Lemma 3, for general position.

Lemma 5. Let (M, Y) be a compact, relative n-manifold with X0, X, Rx,...,

Rq<M and Yn X<X0. Then there is an ambient isotopy of identity on M to

f: M -> M rel A'0U Y such that dim /( X- X0) n A¡ ̂  dim X- X0 + dim Rt - n.

Proof. Triangulate (A', A'o) and order the simplices of X— X0 in increasing

order of dimension Ax,..., Ap. Proceed inductively with the ¡th inductive step an

ambient isotopy of M rel A'o u Fu Ax u- • -u At_x moving the image of A¡ under

the /— 1st step mod its boundary to something in general position with respect to

the Z?,'s. This is done by restricting the motion to be supported by a regular

neighborhood of / _ X(A¿) mod /, _ i(^¡). This will define / and the composite

ambient isotopy to /„ will be the required isotopy.
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Theorem 6. Fe7 X, X0, F1(..., Rg< Q with CIA'—A'o compact. Then there

exists an ambient isotopy rel A'o of identity on Q to f: S -> Q with f(X— X0) in

general position with respect to each of the Rjs.

Proof. By replacing X by (X)R, S by a regular neighborhood F of (X)R in Q,

A'o by Vu (A'o n V) and F, by F¡ n V, if necessary, we can assume that Q is

compact. With this assumption we proceed by induction on

mx = min{i: X-X0 c F(Q)}.

Assuming the result when mx<n, we prove it for mx=n.

By inductive hypothesis there is an ambient isotopy rel A'o of Q to / : Q -> Q

such that/(A" n 7""1(S) — A'o) is in general position with respect to the F¡'s.

By Lemma 5, we can ambient isotope 7n(S) rel (A'o n 7"(S)) u 7n_1(S) to

g: In(Q) -> In(Q) so that gf[X-((X0 n In(Q)) u 7n"1(S))] is in general position

with respect to the R¡ n 7n(S)-

By Corollaries VI. 11 and VI. 12, this extends to an ambient isotopy of Q. So the

composite of the isotopy to/ and this extension give the required ambient isotopy.

Hudson's proof of [H; Lemma 4.7] produces general position for maps, using

general position for subspaces. The homotopies he constructs are ambient isotopies

on their supports. In a polyhedron, consider a homotopy F: (A'o u A/)x7-^ F,

which is constant on X0xl and which on A'1 x 7 is equal to G ■ (F0 x 7) where

G: Yxl^ Y is an ambient isotopy. Such a homotopy is clearly homogenous.

Thus, Hudson's method of proof using Theorem 6, instead of [H; Lemma 4.6]

gives the following analogue of [H; Lemma 4.7]:

Theorem 7. Fe7 (K, K0) be a complex pair with K—K0 finite and f: K^ Q and

a map which embeds each simplex of K in the polyhedron Q, and F1;..., Rq<Q.

Then there is a homogenous homotopy rel F0 off to f : K^ Q such that:

1. /' embeds each simplex of K.

2. If Ax,..., Ar are distinct simplices of K, then

dimfl f'QxAAl)-Ia-\Q) á  J^dim Ai~(r-l)m,

r r

dim Ó /'(Int At) n 7?J-7m"1(S) =i 2 dim ^t + dim R,-rm,

for all j and m.

In particular, iff: X->- Q is a nondegenerate map with dim Sr(f)-f~1Im~1(Q)

fír dim X— (r— l)m for all r and m, then we call/a general position map.

Corollary 8. Let f: X-> Q be a map withf\X0 a general position map X0< X

(compact), then f can be homogenously homotoped rel A'o to a general position map.

Examining this outline of a theory of general position for polyhedra, we see two

major flaws.
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First, we do not have simplicial or p.l. approximation theorem, i.e. let/: JT-> ß

be a topological map of polyhedra such that for all m,f~ 1Im(Q) is a subpolyhedron

of X. Can we homogenously homotope/to a p.l. map?

Secondly, our theory has no ¿-approximation theorems. Lemmas 3 and 5 can

probably be sharpened to get arbitrarily close approximations. Less obviously,

Theorem 2 can be strengthened to extend small homotopies to small homotopies.

Here the trick is to construct a retraction r: A'x 7-> A'o x Z u A'x 0 such that Fr

is a small homotopy and then use instead of G, G ■ r ', where r ' : X x I -> X x I rel A'o

xZu A'xO is a close approximation to r and has the additional property that

Gr'(x, t)~G(x, t) in Y. This will introduce e's into Theorem 4 and allow arbitrarily

close approximation by nondegenerate maps. To introduce e's into Theorem 6 and

hence Theorem 7 one needs to have them in Theorem VI.ll.

Stallings' treatment of general position in [S ; Chapter V] is rather different from

ours. His results on homotoping maps to general position are stronger than ours

(and also more useful) but he has no ambient isotopy theorems and our results are

the best possible there. To "localize" Stallings' argument and show its connection

with our own we introduce:

Definition 8. Let xe X, then define Stallings' dimension

ds(x; X) = max {n : Lk (x; X) is an (n — 2)-connected ND(n— 1) space}.

From the properties of ND(n) spaces developed in [S; Chapter V], it is clear

that ds(x; X)^d(x; X). Furthermore, X is an ND(n) space iff for all xe X,

ds(x; X) 2: n.

Letting S\X) = {x : ds(x; X)<¡í), we note that S'i(A')<Zi(A') (it is a subpoly-

hedron because x~y in X implies ds(x; X) = ds(y; X) and if ds(x; X) = n then

every point of St° (x; X) has as link an (n —2) connected ND(n— 1) space and so

has Stallings dimension at least n).

We would conjecture that a map /: JT -> ß can be homotoped to a map such

that

dim.S,r(/)-/-1Sm-1(ß) ú rdimX-(r-l)m.

A proof along the lines of our proofs in this section would require the analogue

of Theorem 2, for homotopies homogenous with respect to ds, and relative versions

of Stallings' theorems on the order of Lemma 3.
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